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processes of steel [6] also determining the prior-austen-
ite grain size (PAGS) in steel is very important because 
of its effect on the transformation taking place during 
cooling, and thus, on the final properties. In fact, because 
of its significant impact on microstructure and mechan-
ical, electrical, and magnetical properties, the accurate 
determination of the prior-austenite grain size of steels 
has received a lot of attention in metallurgical studies. 
Since new steels come to market every year, dependable 
methods for revealing the austenite grain boundaries in 
a wide range of steel compositions are needed [7–10]. 
Many methods have been used for revealing the austenite 
grain boundaries in steels [11]. In general, the methods of 
revealing austenite grain boundaries are divided into two 
categories: a) Direct methods: Use a high-temperature 
microscope to observe austenite grain boundaries at tem-
peratures above the critical point, Ac3; b) Indirect meth-
ods: Methods for observing austenite boundaries at room 
temperature, the most important of these methods are the 
following: Chemical Etching (CE) method [12,13], Car-
burization method [14-16], Oxidation etching method 
[17], Thermal etching (TE) method [18]. Among various 
methods to reveal prior-austenite grains, chemical etch-
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A simple metallographic technique for revealing prior-austenite grain boundar-
ies in CK45 steel

Abstract

CK45 steel is medium carbon steel that has a wide range of applications in the production of widely used parts such as 
shafts, gears, axles, crankshafts, forging, rails, etc. Austenitizing is the first step in most heat treatment processes for 
steel. Revealing austenite grain boundaries is very important because the austenite grains have a significant influence on 
steel properties. Because no research has been done on the detection of prior-austenite grain boundaries of CK45 steel, 
our main aim in this paper is to reveal the prior-austenite grains of this steel. We investigated two methods of chemical 
etching and oxidation etching to reveal prior-austenite grains boundaries of CK45 steel. Samples of CK45 with different 
structures(martensite, bainite, ferrite-perlite) steel were examined, and the optical microscopic images showed that the 
boundaries of the austenite grains were well visible with oxidation etching while with the chemical etching method, only 
the structure of the steels was determined. 

Keywords: CK45 steel, Prior austenite grain boundary, Oxidation etching, Microstructure.
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1. Introduction

Medium carbon steels are carbon steels that usual-
ly have a carbon content of between 0.30-0.55 % and 
a manganese content of between 0.60-1.65 % [1]. The 
most common use of medium carbon steels is in the man-
ufacture of shafts, gears, axles, crankshafts, forging, rail 
axles, and railway wheels [2]. CK45 carbon steel is medi-
um carbon steel that is widely used in various industries 
such as auto and engine parts and due to its low cost, this 
steel is regularly used in the manufacture of pump shafts 
and hydraulic clamps [3, 4]. For metallurgists to make 
high-quality steels, appropriate metallographic tech-
niques are needed to characterize microstructural fea-
tures such as phases, grain boundaries, and precipitates 
[5]. Austenitizing is the first step in most heat treatment 
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The addition of NaOH should be done slowly because it 
generates a lot of heat and finally we add picric acid to 
the solution. In this method, the samples do not need to 
be heated before etching. This solution should be used 
at 120oC temperature due to the release of toxic fumes 
under the hood. 

2.2. The second method: Oxidation etching

First, the surfaces of the other three specimens were 
sanded and then polished vertically to the main axis of 
the cylinder using standard metallographic methods, so 
that the cross sections of the samples are well glossy. Pol-
ished specimens are heated at a rate of 14oC/min to the 
above austenitization temperature (815oC) in the furnace 
(TC-Nicr) with oxidizing atmosphere, and the specimens 
are held for 1h at this temperature. Then to obtain per-
lite, martensite, and bainite structures respectively, one 
of the specimens was exited of the furnace and cooled in 
air, the second specimen was cooled in oil and the third 
specimen was austempered. For austempering, the spec-
imens cooled to 400oC and remained at this temperature 
for 2h(in molten salt). In the next step, etching to reveal 
austenite grain boundaries was carried out with Nital-2% 
solution (2 ml HNO3 + 98 ml of ethanol (C2H5OH)) 
etchant. The metallographic survey of specimens was 
done with an optical microscope Nikon E 100. 

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1(a, b, c) shows the images obtained for pearl-
ite, martensite, and bainite structures for CK45 steel af-
ter using the chemical etching method. This method was 
suitable for detecting prior-austenite grains boundaries in 
a wide range of steels with different structures but was 
not suitable for the CK45 steel tested and nothing other 
than the structure of the samples was detected, as can be 
seen from Figure 1.

ing is one of the most practical and widely performed 
methods [19], but revealing austenite grain boundaries by 
chemical etching could be a difficult task, especially for 
medium-carbon steel that showed sensibility to chemical 
etching [20]. In this work, we investigated two methods 
for the detection of prior-austenite grains in medium-car-
bon steel. The first method is to use an etchant based on 
picric acid, which has been used to reveal the primary 
austenite grains of several types of steels. In the second 
method, we used oxidation etching to reveal prior-aus-
tenite grain boundaries. The oxidation etching method 
involves heating a polished surface of the sample at aus-
tenitization temperatures in a furnace with an oxidizing 
atmosphere where the grain boundaries are revealed ei-
ther by oxide accumulation or by carburizing the grain 
boundaries. Each of these methods was used separately 
to reveal prior-austenite grain boundaries in three medi-
um-carbon steel sheets with different structures.

2. Materials and experimental procedure

The chemical composition of the steel is given in Ta-
ble 1. To reveal the austenite grain boundaries, the speci-
mens were first cut by a cutter (BUEHLER, America) of 
a CK45 bar. Six machined cylindrical specimens of 10 
mm in length and 12 mm in diameter were used for this 
examination. 

2.1. The first method: Chemical etching

In the first step, three of the samples were heat treated 
to obtain perlite, martensite, and bainite structures, then 
we used an etchant based on picric acid and a wetting 
agent for the detection of prior-austenite grain boundar-
ies. The etching solution used consisted of 10 g of CrO3, 
50 g of NaOH, 1.5 g of picric acid, and 100 ml of distilled 
water. To make this solution, we first added CrO3 to dis-
tilled water and then added sodium hydroxide(NaOH). 

Table 1. Chemical compositions of CK45 carbon steel bars.

Fe C Si Mn P S 

balance (0.42–0.5)% 0.25% 0.75% max 0.040%  max 0.040%  

 

Fig. 1. Optical micrographs of: a)pearlite, b)martensite and c)bainite structures for CK45 steel.

F. Moosavi et al. / International Journal of ISSI, Vol. 19(2022), No. 2, 1-4
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Fig 3 shows images obtained for martensitic CK45 
steel heat treated at 850oC for 1h. At low magnification, 
images in Fig. 3a and more magnification (Fig. 3b) show 
a network of grain boundaries clearly. Fig. 4a shows 
the results obtained for the bainite specimen after heat 
treatment and etching and Fig. 4b shows a higher mag-
nification image of the microstructure for this specimen 
and in both images, austenite grain boundaries have been 
seen truly. The austenite grain boundaries and micro-
structure of the specimen with the ferrite-perlite structure 
are shown in Fig. 5(a,b). Fig. 5b shows a higher mag-
nification image, as shown, light areas represent ferrite 
and dark areas represent pearlite structure. From these 
results, it is obvious that using the applied method in 
this study is extremely useful for revealing the austenite 
grain boundaries in a different micro-structure of CK45 
steels. 

When the specimens were held in the furnace (815oC 
for 1h), their surfaces are starting to oxidation, and a film 
of oxide formed on the samples’ surfaces, as shown in 
Fig 2. Since austenite grain boundaries have a greater 
chemical potential than other parts of the surface, they 
are more oxidate. The oxidation method depends on the 
fact that when steels are heated in an oxidizing atmo-
sphere, oxidation takes place in part preferentially along 
the grain boundaries, therefore the grain boundaries are 
revealed by oxide accumulation. Thus before inspecting 
to remove this thin film, the surfaces slightly were sand-
ed with 2000 sandpaper and then polished with alumina 
particles. With etching austenite, grain boundaries and 
structure of steels were revealed better. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of prior austenite grain boundary de-
tection using oxidation method.

Fig. 3. Optical micrographs of the austenite grains and 
martensitic structure, a)200x, b)400x.

 

 
Fig. 4. Optical micrographs of the austenite grains and 
bainite structure, a)200x, b)400x.
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4. Conclusions 

Revealing the austenite grain boundaries is an im-
portant step in the characterization of steel. We first 
used an etchant based on picric acid and a wetting 
agent to reveal the prior-austenite grain boundary of 
CK45 steel with three structures of perlite, bainite, 
and martensite; but the results of optical microscopy 
showed that the chemical etching solution used did 
not show sensitivity to the appearance of prior-austen-
ite grain boundaries. Therefore, we used a two-stage 
method of heat treatment (oxidation) and then etching 
to reveal the boundaries of the prior austenite grains. 
Prior-austenite grain boundaries of three structures of 
CK45 steel (ferrite-perlite, bainite, martensite) were 
well revealed. 

Fig. 5. Optical micrographs of the austenite grains and 
ferrite-perlite structure, a)200x, b)400x.
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The effect of CaF2 on the contact angle of refining powder on the NiCrMoV 
steel at high temperature using Image Analysis and Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences software

Abstract

Steelmaking refining powders always play an important role in reducing steel inclusions. These types of powders can be 
used in steel production processes for all types of low-alloy and high-alloy steels. The compositions of these powders are 
generally CaO-Al2O3-SiO2. Adding CaF2 values gives special properties to this type of refining powders. In this study, 
four types of refining powders with 3 to 6% of CaF2 were melted in induction furnace under high temperature and the 
surface of NiCrMoV low-alloy steel was impregnated by the molten refining powders. The contact angle between the 
sample of the molten refining powders and the surface of NiCrMoV steel was determined using Image Analysis (IA) 
and was analysed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The results showed increasing the percentage 
CaF2 about 6 in refining powder of CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 reduces the contact angle of the molten refining powders on the 
NiCrMoV steel about 60%.

Keywords: NiCrMoV low alloy steel, Refining powder, % CaF2, Contact angle, SPSS analysis.
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1. Introduction

One of the main industries in the world of eco-
nomics is the iron and steel industry, which is the raw 
material for a number of other important industries. 
After scrap metal is melted in the electric arc fur-
nace (EAF), the molten steel is poured into the ladle 
and transferred to the next stage of the steelmaking 
unit by a crane. At this stage, ferroalloys and addi-
tives must be added to obtain the final composition 
of steel. By adding additives and creating special 
conditions, steel can be refined [1]. These additive 

materials can be powder and are available in various 
thermodynamic systems. These materials are melted 
in the ladle furnace stage and create special condi-
tions for molten steel. The molten refining powders 
called synthetic slag are always in CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 
multiple systems, and by changing the composition 
of these multiple systems and adding amounts of 
CaF2 and MgO, non-metallic Al2O3 and MgO inclu-
sions can be removed.  Molten slag will have a sig-
nificant effect on the removal of non-metallic inclu-
sions by the mechanisms of flotation of non-metallic 
inclusion in molten metal- slag contact, separation of 
inclusion from molten metal to slag and dissolution 
of inclusion in slag [2]. A change in the chemical 
composition of slag will change the performance of 
slag. If MnO-SiO2-Al2O3 slag is used, the combined 
inclusions can be predicted from the partial amounts 
of dissolved aluminium [3]. High-performance slag 
has better deoxygenating, desulfurization, inclusions 
removal capacity and leading to the transfer of inclu-
sions with high amounts of Al2O3 to the low melting 
point CaO-Al2O3-SiO2-MgO inclusion system, how-
ever high basicity leads to high melting point and low 

International Journal of ISSI, Vol. 19(2022), No. 2, pp. 5-11
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fluidity. These high amounts of slag basicity have 
no effect on the total oxygen content of the molten 
steel, but lead to the entry of aluminium and magne-
sium into the molten iron and increase MgO-Al2O3 
inclusions [4]. Depending on the sampling time-
point during the treatment of the ladle furnace, a dif-
ferent spectrum of inclusion-composition is found. 
If CaO-Al2O3-SiO2-MgO slag is used under certain 
conditions, solid alumina (2CaO.2MgO.14Al2O3 
and CaO.2MgO.8Al2O3) may be formed in the steel. 
It is well known that non-metallic inclusions found 
in industrial processes are in most cases heteroge-
neous which reflects their development during the 
metallurgical treatment [5]. Improvement of slag 
performance and reduction of slag basicity is done 
by adding the amounts of CaF2 in slag, but it should 
be noted that it will cause environmental pollution 
and refractory corrosion. Slags based on CaO-SiO2-
CaF2 also with high basicity have good deoxygen-
ating, desulfurization and inclusion removal ca-
pacity. On the other hand, CaO-Al2O3 slag creates 
low oxygenation potential, low melting point, low 
viscosity and improvement in steel cleanliness. If 
high levels of Al2O3 are present in the slag, due to 
the slag-steel reaction, high amounts of aluminium 
inter into the steel melt and Al2O3 and Mg Al2O3 in-
clusions make [4]. The physico-chemical properties 
of metallurgical slags are controlled principally by 
their structure, basicity, composition, density, vis-
cosity and contact angle between the molten met-
al and non-metallic solids. These parameters affect 
the quality of slag in the steelmaking process. The 
wetting behavior and the adhesion between molten 
metals and solid ceramics (refining-ladle powder) 
are important factors which can radically affect the 
efficiency of any metallurgical process [6].  Exam-
ples of situations in which these phenomena can 
play an important role are; removal of solid inclu-
sions from the melt, either by flotation and filtra-
tion; electron beam button melting techniques to 
assess the cleanness of metals; metal casting and 
moulding process [4-6].  Practical determination of 
the wetting and adhesion properties of liquid-solid 
system at high temperature are generally carried out 
by either sessile drop or tensiometric techniques.  
The profile adopted by a liquid drop resting in equi-
librium on a flat horizontal surface, is governed by 
a balance between surface and gravitational forces 
[6]. Mathematical equations and analysis always 
help the researcher significantly during the research 
process. A method called linear regression can be 
used to match the obtained laboratory data that are 
prepared in a standard way or obtained from the re-
sults of laboratory equipment. In this mathematical 
method, there are hypotheses that, if the hypothesis 
is true, there must be a matching of the laboratory 

sample with the reference sample [7]. To determine 
the correctness of this hypothesis, it is necessary to 
use mathematical software. One of these softwares 
is SPSS, this software can analyse a lot of statis-
tical data on the existing mathematical hypothesis.  
Using SPSS software with appropriate tools can 
provide a good analysis to achieve specific parame-
ters in the technical knowledge of steelmaking [8]. 
In this study, different samples of the slag-making 
powders with different percentages of CaF2 were 
prepared and the effect of different amounts of this 
compound in the composition of slag-making pow-
der in high temperature induction furnace and melt-
ing temperature of these powders on the NiCrMoV 
steel surface using SPSS software was evaluated. IA 
software was used to measure the contact surface 
angle of the molten powder on the NiCrMoV steel 
surface. The process of determining the contact an-
gle of molten slag-making powders containing CaF2 
(which can be used as refining-ladle powders) on 
the surface of NiCrMoV steel using hypotheses and 
mathematical equations of linear regression and 
with analysis by SPSS software is a new research 
that can lead to the improvement of research in the 
steel industry and especially clean steel production.

2. Materials and research methods

Samples of low-alloy steel NiCrMoV were pre-
pared in a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 10 
mm and a length of 60 mm (Figure 1). Four sam-
ples of refining powder were prepared by combin-
ing Table 1 and weigh 15 grams, by 20 ton press 
in the form of cylindrical samples according to 
Figure 2. These cylindrical specimens were melt-
ed at critical temperature and in high temperature 
induction furnace graphite crucible (Figure 3). The 
steel sample according to Figure 1 was immediately 
immersed vertically and mechanically about 10 mm 
in the molten powder inside the graphite crucible 
at a temperature of 1300 °C and in the air atmo-
sphere and went out. This process was repeated 14 
times for each sample of molten powder, and using 
IA, the contact angle of all molten powder samples 
was measured on the surface of a cylindrical steel 
sample (Figure 4). The standard angle is determined 
based on a 100 mg cylindrical specimen on a steel 
surface and placed at a temperature of 1300 °C in 
an argon gas environment and when the sample was 
melted, the standard contact angle of the sample on 
low-alloy steel NiCrMoV obtained using IA [6]. The 
figure 5 shows it. The values   of contact angle ob-
tained for each sample of molten powder with steel-
shaped sample and also steel submersible rod in 
molten powder samples were evaluated using SPSS 
software.

M. Kuwaiti et al. / International Journal of ISSI, Vol. 19(2022), No. 2, 5-11
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2%CaF %(CaO+MgO) 2%SiO 3O2%Al Refining powders 

3.08 50.06 7.77 19.11 A 

4.04 49.95 7.92 18.72 B 

4.98 49.45 7.97 18.88 C 

6.01 49.55 7.66 18.84 D 

Table 1. Chemical compositions of refining powders A, B, C and D
 (In terms of weight percentage)

Fig. 1. Sample of low-alloy NiCrMoV steel prepared for submerging in the molten refining powder.

Fig. 2. Cylindrical specimens of 15 g of the pressed refining powders A, B, C and D. 

M. Kuwaiti et al. / International Journal of ISSI, Vol. 19(2022), No. 2, 5-11
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Fig. 4. Samples obtained from submerged steel cylindrical rods in the molten refining powders A, B, C and D to deter-
mination of their contact angle.

Fig. 5. The molten standard powder samples A, B, C and D on the NiCrMoV steel surface at 1300 ° C.

Fig. 3. High temperature induction furnace for melting 15 g and 100 mg refining powder samples.

M. Kuwaiti et al. / International Journal of ISSI, Vol. 19(2022), No. 2, 5-11
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determining the contact angle of the 
molten refining powders on the NiCrMoV 
steel surface by IA software

Four angles of the molten refining powder on the 
submersible rod surface were measured using IA, and 
then the average of these four angles for each sample 
(A to D) was recorded in Table 2. To increase the mea-
surement accuracy, this process was repeated 14 times 
for each sample. Table 2 shows these values. The results 
of Table 2 can be used for SPSS analysis. Each sample 
was tested 14 times to obtain statistical results with high 
accuracy. According to Figure 5 and Table 3, the contact 
angles of the standard sample on the steel surface are 
determined. Each molten powder sample on the steel 
surface has two contact angles; their average was calcu-
lated and recorded in Table 3. Each sample was tested 4 
times to obtain statistical results with high accuracy. Ta-
bles 2 and 3 show that the standard and measured con-
tact angle decreases with increasing amount of CaF2. 
This analysis is suitable for the chemical composition 
of the tested samples because the contact angle is lower 
in the chemical composition that has a high amount of 

 

Sample  Angle A Angle B Angle C Angle D 

1 72.66 38.34 32 34.56 

2 72.75 39.28 33.94 32.96 

3 47.89 38.99 34.80 30.37 

4 53.42 36.98 32.80 34.08 

5 72.89 33.30 35.36 29.74 

6 62.48 34.99 35.32 28.82 

7 46.45 39.66 31.46 27.40 

8 54.24 37.26 33.17 33.11 

9 37.23 38.87 34.69 33.60 

10 44.70 38.04 33.25 31.82 

11 41.38 39.28 34.52 38.66 

12 68.19 35.98 35.23 35.07 

13 43.91 36.46 33.35 24.44 

14 45.23 38.95 34.52 25.52 

 

Angle A Angle B Angle C Angle D 

58.28 40.90 34.75 33.00 

CaO+MgO and the powder does not have good fluidi-
ty, but with the increase in the amount of CaF2 in the 
chemical composition of the samples, the fluidity also 
increases [6]. This can have a direct effect on the con-
tact angle of the samples.

3.2. Analysis of contact angle of refining 
powders with different percentages of CaF2 
by SPSS

Analysis of output data from SPSS software is done 
in two ways. First, it is necessary to determine the nor-
mal distribution diagram for each of the output data from 
the obtained angles, and after the normal distribution for 
four samples was determined using t-test, the contact an-
gle values   of the molten powders with the steel cylinder 
sample can be determined. Equation 1 shows the value 
of the t test [7].

Eq.(1)

In equation 1, x  is the mean value of the data (the 
standard value), S is the standard deviation value, and n 
is the number of data.

nS
xt

/
μ_ 0 

Table 2. The average angles measured by IA software for four refining samples A, B, C and D with different percentages 
of CaF2.

Table 3. The average angles measured by IA software for four samples of the molten refining powders A, B, C and D 
with different percentages of CaF2 on the surface of NiCrMoV steel at 1300 ° C.
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One-Sample Test 

df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Angle A 13 .000 54.963857 47.15394 62.77377 
Angle B 13 .000 37.602357 36.51941 38.68530 
Angle C 13 .000 33.890714 33.17225 34.60918 
Angle D 13 .000 32.015286 29.52649 34.50408 

 

3.2.1. Normal distribution diagram 

The value of the normal distribution function f (x) is ob-
tained from equation 2 [7].

Eq. (2)

Figure 6 shows the normal distribution diagram of 
four samples A to D. As shown in figure 6, all of these 
graphs have a normal state with a concordance coeffi-
cient higher than 95%, so the t-test can be used for them. 
Samples A to D have the normal distribution diagram 
(R2>0.95), but they were drawn with different dispersion; 
the reason can be in the chemical composition of these 
samples. The distribution diagram of A to D has shifted 
down and to the left, while the chemical composition of 
these four samples also showed that amount of CaF2 are 
also increasing, so it seems that the increase of amount 

CaF2 can reduce the value of f (x) in the equation 2.

3.2.2. Analysis of t-test using SPSS

Table 4 shows the analysis of data extracted from 
SPSS software. Data analysis by SPSS software shows 
that the values   of the angles of the samples from A to D 
are 55, 38, 34 and 32, respectively. The t-test according to 
the standard table with relative error rate of 0.05% and for 
14 samples with value of 2.16 determines that this value 
is greater than equation 1 for all four samples of refining 
powder, so the hypothesis of equation 3 is correct [7,8].

Eq. (3)

Therefore, t-test completely indicates this data and the 
angles obtained in table 4 are in perfect match with the 
contact angle of refining powders on the NiCrMoV steel.

CXH
CXH
≠

=
:
:

1

0 

Fig. 6. Normal distribution functions for four powder samples based on the angles obtained.

Table 4. Evaluation of the angle obtained using SPSS software.

))
μ

(5.0exp(
π2

1)( 20

S
x

S
xf  
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repetitions. 
• Increasing amount of CaF2   to more than 5% does not 

have a significant effect on the contact angle.
• The design of refining powder can be done with prop-

er analysis and the contact angle (wettability) using 
SPSS and a t-test with the lowest percentage of error 
and very suitable matching.
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3.3. The effect of contact angle of the refining 
powder containing CaF2 on the NiCrMoV 
steel

The angles obtained between the molten powder sam-
ples and the surface of the steel are reduced from A to D, 
and it is indicated the proper contact angle (wettability) 
of sample D on the NiCrMoV steel. Table1 shows, by 
increasing the CaF2 values, the more suitable adhesion or 
wettability angle can be achieved on the NiCrMoV steel. 
Figure 7 shows the reduction of the contact angle by de-
creasing the percentage of CaF2 in the refining powder 
sample.

4. Conclusion

The following results were obtained from this study:
• The standardization of the contact angle (wettability)     

of the molten refining powders on the NiCrMoV steel 
surface can be done with high accuracy and 14-times 

Fig. 7. Effect of percentage of CaF2 refining powder on 
the contact angle (wettability) of NiCrMoV steel.
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Phenomenological Arrhenius type constitutive equation for a 304 stainless steel 
during hot deformation 

Abstract

The present study aimed to present a phenomenological and empirically-based constitutive model to predict the flow 
behavior of 304 stainless steel. Hot compression tests were performed at temperatures of 950-1100 °C and strain rates of 
0.005-0.5 s−1 up to the strain of 1. To demonstrate flow curves, three regimes were considered including the linear trend 
up to yield stress, the work hardening-recovery dominant region based on Estrin and Mecking model from the yield 
point up to the saturation stress, and the recovery-recrystallization zone from the critical stress extends toward the steady 
state stress. The Avrami-type equation was supposed for the kinetics of recrystallization and validated by the evolved 
microstructures at strain 1. Eventually, the six equations that describe the model via strain, strain rate, and temperature 
were presented. They have included the Arrhenius type equation for the yield, saturation, and steady-state stresses, in 
addition to the critical strains and the inflection strains together with the relationship for the exponent of Avrami-type 
recrystallization kinetics formula, all as functions of Zener-Hollomon parameter. Comparing the flow curves predicted 
by the model with the experimental results showed satisfactory coincidence, confirming that the proposed model can 
give an almost accurate estimation of the flow stresses of 304 stainless steel at different conditions.

Keywords: Hot deformation; 304 stainless steel; Constitutive equation; Dynamic recrystallization; Arrhenius equation.
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1. Introduction

It has been widely confirmed that thermo-mechani-
cal processing is an effective technology to control mi-
crostructure and obtain excellent mechanical properties 
in stainless steels by optimizing the process parameters, 
such as a measure of strain, temperature, and strain rate. 
A vast amount of information regarding the relationship 
between various factors encountered in the hot forming 
of materials can be expressed in the form of constitu-

tive equations. Constitutive equations can be derived 
from a macroscopic or microscopic view. Phenomeno-
logical equations are derived based on the macroscopic 
view. This type of modeling establishes the correlation 
between the measurable parameters such as flow stress, 
strain, strain rate, and temperature, in the framework of 
mathematical functions [1, 2]. 

The most common type of stainless steel in use is 
grade 304. This grade offers impressive strength, as well 
as incredible corrosion resistance, lending it to applica-
tions in which contact with food, chemicals, or freshwater 
must be tolerated. Cognitive Market Research has pub-
lished a market volume of 304 Stainless Steel about 30% 
of global production of stainless steel (~50 million tons).

Different constitutive equations have been proposed 
so far by various researchers. Some of these relationships 
can be seen in Table 1. Since these equations correlate 
the flow stress with temperature, strain, and strain rate, 
finding the proper equation and then relevant parameters 
is a tedious, difficult, and time-consuming task.
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Field Backofen (FB)  [1] 𝜎𝜎 = 𝐾𝐾𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚        𝐾𝐾 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇, 𝜀𝜀̇), 𝑛𝑛 = 𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝑇, 𝜀𝜀̇), 𝑚𝑚 = ℎ(𝑇𝑇) 
Modified FB [2,3] 𝜎𝜎 = 𝐾𝐾𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚 exp(b𝑇𝑇 + s𝜀𝜀)    𝑛𝑛 = 𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇, 𝜀𝜀̇), 𝑚𝑚 = 𝑔𝑔(𝑇𝑇), 𝐾𝐾, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑠𝑠 = const.  

Johnson Cook (JC) [4] 𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛) [1 + 𝐶𝐶 ln ( �̇�𝜀
𝜀𝜀0̇

)] [1 − ( 𝑇𝑇−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚−𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟

)
𝑚𝑚

] , 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵, 𝑛𝑛, 𝐶𝐶, 𝜀𝜀0̇, 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟, 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚=const. 

Modified JC [5] 𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴0 + 𝐴𝐴1𝜀𝜀 + 𝐴𝐴2𝜀𝜀2) (1 + 𝐷𝐷1 ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

))  exp [(𝜆𝜆1 + 𝜆𝜆2ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)) (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)] 

𝐴𝐴0, 𝐴𝐴1, 𝐴𝐴2, 𝐷𝐷1, 𝜀𝜀0̇, 𝜆𝜆1, 𝜆𝜆2, 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟 = const. 

JC with grain size effect 
[6] 

𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴 + 𝐵𝐵𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛) [1 + 𝜆𝜆 ( 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑0

)] [1

+ 𝐶𝐶1 ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)] exp [(𝑓𝑓 ( 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑0

) + 𝐶𝐶1 ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)) (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)] 

Arrhenius (Arr) [7-10] 𝑍𝑍 = 𝜀𝜀 ̇exp(𝑄𝑄def 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇⁄ ) = {
𝐵𝐵 𝜎𝜎P

𝑛𝑛′

𝐴𝐴′ exp(𝛽𝛽𝜎𝜎P)
𝐴𝐴 (sinh(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P))𝑛𝑛

 

𝑄𝑄def, 𝐵𝐵, 𝑛𝑛′, 𝐴𝐴′, 𝛽𝛽, 𝐴𝐴, 𝛼𝛼, 𝑛𝑛 = const. 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓(𝜀𝜀), 𝑅𝑅 = gas const. 
Zerilli Armstrong (ZA) 

[11] 𝜎𝜎 = 𝑐𝑐0 + 𝐵𝐵0𝜀𝜀𝑛𝑛 exp(−𝛽𝛽0𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽𝛽1T ln𝜀𝜀̇),  n=0.5 in original work 

Modified ZA [12] 

𝜎𝜎 = (𝐴𝐴0 + 𝐴𝐴1𝜀𝜀 + 𝐴𝐴2𝜀𝜀2

+ 𝐴𝐴3𝜀𝜀3) exp [−(𝐵𝐵0 + 𝐵𝐵1𝜀𝜀 + 𝐵𝐵2𝜀𝜀2 + 𝐵𝐵3𝜀𝜀3)(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)

+ (𝐶𝐶0 + 𝐶𝐶1(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟) + 𝐶𝐶2(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)2 + 𝐶𝐶3(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟)3) ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)] 

Hansel Spittle (HS) [13] 𝜎𝜎 = 𝐴𝐴 exp (𝑚𝑚1𝑇𝑇)𝜀𝜀𝑚𝑚2𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚3exp (𝑚𝑚4/𝜀𝜀)(1 + 𝜀𝜀)𝑚𝑚5𝑇𝑇exp (𝑚𝑚6𝜀𝜀)𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚7𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚8 

Voyiadjis Abed [14] 𝜎𝜎 = (𝑐𝑐1 + 𝑐𝑐2𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐3) + 𝑐𝑐4 [1 − [−𝑐𝑐5𝑇𝑇 ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)]
1 𝑞𝑞1⁄

]
1 𝑞𝑞2⁄

+ 𝑐𝑐6𝜀𝜀𝑐𝑐7 [1 − [−𝑐𝑐5𝑇𝑇 ln ( 𝜀𝜀̇
𝜀𝜀0̇

)]
1 𝑞𝑞1⁄

]
1 𝑞𝑞2⁄

 

 

Among these equations, the sine hyperbolic Arrhe-
nius type equation was used extensively for the modeling 
of the characteristic stresses as a function of the Zener–
Hollomon parameter (Z) [7-10, 15, 16].

Eq. (1)

Where ε ̇    is the strain rate (s–1), A, α, and n are con-
stants independent of temperature, σ is the characteris-
tic stress (MPa), Qdef is the hot deformation activation 
energy (J mol–1), R is the gas constant and T is the ab-
solute temperature (K) of deformation. By mathemati-
cal manipulation, the flow stress may be rewritten as a 
function of Z as follows:

Eq. (2)

Fig. 1a shows schematically the stress-strain 
curve obtained during the deformation of materi-
als exhibiting the dynamic recrystallization process 

(DRX). Characteristic stresses, namely the critical 
stress (σC) for the initiation of DRX, the peak stress 
(σP), the saturation stress (σS), and the steady state 
stress (σSS) can be determined from the strain hard-
ening rate (θ=dσ⁄dε) vs flow stress (σ) plot (Fig. 1b). 
The critical stress (σC) and consequently the critical 
strain for the onset of the DRX can be identified us-
ing the Poliak and Jonas method [17-19] modified by 
Najafizadeh and Jonas [20] as an inflection point of 
θ-σ plot. 

After determining the above characteristic stresses 
for the different deformation conditions, a constitutive 
equation such as sine hyperbolic Eqs. (1) or (2) may be 
used to model them. The procedure for finding proper 
parameters for this equation is described below.

The graph up to the yield strength(σ0) has almost a 
linear trend, afterward, the stress-strain curve can be 
distinguished by two different domains: 1- the extent 
from σ0 to σC which continues to the saturation stress 
σS, where called the work hardening and dynamic re-
covery (WH) zone, and 2- the extent begins at σC and 
continues toward the σP and finally σSS, named as dy-
namically recrystallized zone (DRX). 

Table 1. Different constitutive equations for the modeling of flow curves.

𝑍𝑍 = 𝜀𝜀̇ exp(𝑄𝑄def 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄ ) = 𝐴𝐴 (sinh(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼))𝑛𝑛
  or 

𝜀𝜀̇ = 𝐴𝐴 (sinh(𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼))𝑛𝑛exp(−𝑄𝑄def 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄ ) 
(1) 

 

𝜎𝜎 = 1
𝛼𝛼 {(

𝑍𝑍
𝐴𝐴)

1 𝑛𝑛⁄
+ [(𝑍𝑍𝐴𝐴)

2 𝑛𝑛⁄
+ 1]

1 2⁄

} 
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1.1. Modeling the work hardening and 
dynamic recovery (WH) zone

Generally, the Taylor relationship is accepted between 
the flow stress and dislocation density as = σ0+MαGb√ρ . 
The rate of dislocation generated by the plastic work and 
its rate of removal by dynamic recovery determines the 
total work hardening:

Eq. (3)

By increasing the dislocation density, the driving 
force for dynamic recovery is provided. Dynamic recov-
ery reduces that by annihilating positive and negative 
ones and rearranging them through dislocation climb and 
cross slip to create sub- or cell-structure (low angle grain 
boundaries). In austenitic stainless steel due to the low 
stacking fault energy (about 21 erg/cm2), this process is 
not rapid, and hence, with more plastic work, dislocation 
density severely raises and their distribution is also het-
erogeneous, which causes the dense cell structure with 
almost small mean size of l̅  (dislocation-free distance) 
interior grains [21]. 

Two models for change in dislocation density with 
strain have been presented. Kock and Mecking (KM) 
have expressed the following dislocation evolution mod-
el [22, 23]:

Where k1 √ρ is the storage term of mobile disloca-
tions that are locked after distance l̅, independent of the 
temperature, and the second term, k2 ρ , relates to the dy-
namic recovery, which is a function of temperature and 

strain rates.
Estrin and Mecking (EM) supposed that the disloca-

tion free distance is constant and hence the dislocation 
accumulation rate is fixed and the equation is rewritten 
as follows [24].

Eq. (5)

Where k=(bl)-1. In this model the stress-strain rela-
tionship would be as follow on a macroscopic scale; 

Eq. (6)

Where εC is a specific strain dependent on the ma-
terial and σS is the saturation stress. Robert [25] also 
reported that at the strains above 0.05, θ=dσ⁄dε has a 
linear relationship with 1⁄σ, so the following relation-
ship is established.

In this case, the dislocation density changes accord-
ing to the EM equation:

And the WH flow stress equation can be expressed 
below which is the same as Eq. (6):

1.2. Modeling the DRX region

The flow stress just after the onset of DRX regard-

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The schematic flow curve showing the characteristic stresses including the critical stress (σC), the peak stress 
(σP), the saturation stress (σS), and the steady state stress (σSS), and (b) the procedure of determining them by drawing the 

strain hardening rate vs. stress.

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)
Plastic work

+ (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)

Recovery
 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑘𝑘1√𝑑𝑑 − 𝑘𝑘2𝑑𝑑 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑘𝑘 − 𝑘𝑘2𝑑𝑑 

𝜎𝜎2 − 𝜎𝜎S2
𝜎𝜎02 − 𝜎𝜎S2

= exp (− 𝜀𝜀
𝜀𝜀C
) 

𝜃𝜃 = 𝐴𝐴
𝜎𝜎 − 𝐵𝐵𝜎𝜎 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑈𝑈 − Ω𝑑𝑑  →  𝑑𝑑 = 𝑑𝑑0𝑒𝑒−Ωε + (𝑈𝑈 Ω⁄ )(1 − 𝑒𝑒−Ωε) 

𝜎𝜎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = [𝜎𝜎S2 + (𝜎𝜎02 − 𝜎𝜎S2)𝑒𝑒−Ωε]0.5 
Eq. (4)

Eq. (7)
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2. Material and Methods

AISI 304 stainless steel with a chemical composition 
(wt.%) of Fe-0.033% C-9.07% Ni-18.3% Cr-1.97% Mn-
0.342% Si-0.573% Mo-0.075% Ti-0.023% P was used in this 
study. Cylindrical samples 15 mm in height and 10 mm in 
diameter were machined from the hot rolled bars. The initial 
grain size of the hot rolled bar was 6 µm, where after anneal-
ing at 1100 °C for 30 min, the homogenized microstructure 
with an average grain size of 40 µm was attained before 
deformation based on the Heyn intercept method (ASTM 
E-112). Hot compression tests were carried out in order to 
study the recrystallization behavior during deformation. Mica 
plates and BN powder were used for lubricating. The samples 
were heated by four SiC elements set in the furnace of com-
pression apparatus to the deformation temperatures of 950, 
1000, 1050, and 1100 °C and held for 2 min for temperature 
homogenization. Deformation was carried out at strain rates 
of 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 s–1 to the true strain of 1, and samples 
were then quenched immediately (<1 s) after deformation to 
investigate the DRX microstructures. Samples were then cut 
along the compression axis and after grinding and polishing, 
they were etched electrochemically in a 65% nitric acid solu-
tion. In order to minimize the effect of friction on the stress-
strain curves and correct them, the method of Ebrahimi and 
Najafizadeh was used [28].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characteristic stresses evaluation

Fig. 2 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from the 
hot compression tests under various deformation condi-
tions. All the samples exhibited typical DRX flow curves 
with a single peak stress followed by a gradual fall towards 
a steady state stress. At the highest strain rate tested (0.5 
s–1), a clear delay for the start of DRX can be observed, so 
the steady state condition is not achieved. 

ing the softening effect of recrystallization phenomena 
against the work hardening regime with the following 
assumption:

Eq. (10)

Therefore, by knowing the recrystallized fraction at 
different strains (XDRX), the flow curve beyond the recrys-
tallization onset can be extracted. The recrystallized frac-
tion can be also modeled with the modified Avrami-type 
equation as follows [26],

Eq. (11)

Where εC is the strain for the onset of dynamic 
recrystallization and ε50% is the strain equivalent to 
the 50% DRX progress (can be regarded as ε*, the 
strain at maximum softening rate which is a function 
of temperature and strain rate [27]) and m is the con-
stant showing the transformation kinetics.

Regarding the literature review, almost articles 
considering the constitutive equation of 304 stainless 
steel were based merely on the mathematical manipu-
lation of flow curves via the curve fitting method and 
did not include phenomenological and microstructur-
al insight. Consequently, this article involved in de-
termining the expressions for the yield stress (σ0), the 
saturation stress (σS), and the steady state stress (σSS) 
as well as the equations for the critical (εC) and in-
flection strains (εi) and the exponent of Avrami-type 
kinetics for the recrystallization (m), the six param-
eters that the proposed phenomenological model is 
based on those relations via strain, strain rate, and 
temperature. 

𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜎𝜎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝜀𝜀)−𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜀𝜀)
𝜎𝜎S−𝜎𝜎SS

,    𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷= 𝜎𝜎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 − 𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜎𝜎S − 𝜎𝜎SS) (10) 

 𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜀𝜀) = 𝜎𝜎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝜀𝜀)−𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜀𝜀)
𝜎𝜎S−𝜎𝜎SS

,    𝜎𝜎𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷= 𝜎𝜎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 − 𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷(𝜎𝜎S − 𝜎𝜎SS) (10) 

 

𝑋𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 1 − exp [−(𝜀𝜀 − 𝜀𝜀C
𝜀𝜀50%

)
𝑚𝑚
]  

 

Fig. 2. Stress–strain curves at different deformation temperatures and strain rates.
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Hence, by knowing n, the parameter α can be ob-
tained and again employed for determining the constant 
n at Eq. (4) and this return cycle continues to finally the 
closely same values for α and n acquired with variation 
less than 10%. After then, with knowing n and α the ac-
tivation energy of deformation can be determined by the 
relationship between ln[sinh(ασP)] and 1⁄T as follows:

Eq. (16)

Eventually, the parameter A can be attained from the 
y-intercept value of straight-line regression of data ln(Z)
as the y-axis vs. ln [sinh(ασP )] as the x-axis.

Fig. 3 shows the above trends for the peak stress. 
The following constants were accordingly obtained: 
A=1.542×1019 s-1, n=4.56, α=0.0116, and Qdef = 546.7 kJ/
mol. 

Similarly, the same trends were employed for the 
other characteristic stresses. The relevant constants were 
then obtained as can be seen in Table 2.

  

  
 

 

Stress A (s-1) n  (MPa-1) Qdef (kJ/mol) 

Yield stress (𝜎𝜎0) 3×1021 6.68 0.01 519 

Peak stress (𝜎𝜎P) 1.542×1019 4.56 0.0116 546.7 

Saturation stress (𝜎𝜎S) 1.15×1019 4.45 0.0099 544 

Steady state stress (𝜎𝜎SS) 1.6×1019 6.15 0.0052 484 

 

ln(𝜀𝜀̇) = ln𝐴𝐴 + 𝑛𝑛 ln[sinh(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P)] − 𝑄𝑄def 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄  

 

𝑛𝑛 = 𝜕𝜕 ln (𝜀𝜀̇)
𝜕𝜕 ln [sinh(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P)]|

T=const.
  

 

Eqs. (1) and (2) can be employed for any characteristic 
stresses including the yield stress (σ0), the peak stress (σP), 
the saturation stress (σS), and the steady state stress (σSS). 
Four constant parameters including A, α, n, and Q should 
be determined for any of these stresses. The procedure 
will be described as follows for the peak stress, similarly 
the same trend must be straightforwardly accomplished 
for the other characteristic stresses aforementioned.

First, Eq. (1) should be rewritten as below:

Eq. (12)

With the assumption of α=0.01, the constant n can 
be determined by the relationship between ln (ε ̇) and ln 
[sinh(ασP )] as follows:

Eq. (13)

By assuming that ασP>1.2 the                                                      ,

and therefore the Eq. 12 can be expressed as below,

Eq. (14)

So, the coefficient nα may be determined by the rela-
tionship between ln (ε  ̇) and σP as follows: 

sinh(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P) ≅
1
2 exp(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P) 

ln(𝜀𝜀̇) = ln 𝐴𝐴 − 𝑛𝑛 ln(2) + 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝜎𝜎P − 𝑄𝑄def 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄   

 

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = 𝜕𝜕 ln (𝜀𝜀̇)
𝜕𝜕 𝜎𝜎P

|
T=const.

  

 

𝑄𝑄def = 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝜕𝜕 ln [sinh(𝛼𝛼𝜎𝜎P)] 
𝜕𝜕 (1 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) |

�̇�𝜀=const.
  

 

Fig. 3. Determination procedure for the constants of Eq. (1) for the peak stress.

Table 2. The constants of Eq. (1) for the different characteristic stresses.

Eq. (15)
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Mohebbi et al. [29] proposed the sine hyperbol-
ic Arrhenius equation for the peak stresses of flow 
curves of an Nb-Ti micro-alloyed steel considering 
the self-diffusion activation energy as a dominant 
mechanism. They proposed a constant value of n=5 
based on Cabera et al. work [30] where the deforma-
tion process is controlled by the mechanism of dis-
location glide and climb. Indeed, in the Nb, Nb-B, 
and Cu-Nb-B steels, the amount of Qdef is very close 
to its self-diffusion activation energy in the austenite 
phase, QSD, but in HSLA steels and austenitic stain-
less steels, the Qdef  value is greater than QSD, due to 
the impact influence of the precipitations and impu-
rities on the accumulation of dislocations and micro-
structural changes, even at a very small extent. For 
example, If instead of σP in the above relations σSS 
is used, less activation energy is obtained, Q (σSS) < 
Q (σP) [22]. Long et al. used another approach for 
modeling of flow curves of a magnesium alloy con-
sidering the parameters A, α, n, and Q as a function 
of temperature and strain rate [31].

3.2. Characteristic strain evaluation

The characteristic strains namely critical strain 
(εC) for the initiation of DRX, the strain correspond-
ing to the peak stress (peak strain = εP), the strain 
equivalent to the inflection point on the stress-strain 
curve (inflection strain = εi), and the strain corre-
sponding to the onset of steady-state flow (steady 
state strain = εSS), were also determined in this study 
(Fig. 4). The critical strain was identified using the 
Poliak and Jonas method [18] modified by Najafiza-
deh and Jonas [20]. In their approach, the initiation 
of DRX is believed to be the inflection point in the 
strain hardening rate (θ=dσ⁄dε) vs flow stress (σ) 
plot. The values of εi were also identified from the 

𝜀𝜀p = 16.9 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.0676 

𝜀𝜀crit = 2.6 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.094 ≅ 0.58 𝜀𝜀p 

𝜀𝜀i = 7.3 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.1 

𝜀𝜀SS = 3.9 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.118 

 

 

𝜎𝜎WH(𝜀𝜀, 𝜀𝜀̇, 𝑇𝑇) = [𝜎𝜎S2 + (𝜎𝜎02 − 𝜎𝜎S2)𝑒𝑒−Ω𝜀𝜀]0.5 

 

inflection points on the stress-strain curves locat-
ed between the peak and steady-state stresses. The 
relation of the critical strain to the peak strain was 
εC ⁄εP ≅0.58 which is in good accordance with the re-
sults of the previous work on 304 steel with an initial 
grain size of 35 µm (εC ⁄εP ≅0.6) [32] but somewhat 
lower than that reported by Kim and Yoo [27] for ma-
terial with an initial grain size of 100 µm (εC ⁄εP ≅0.73). 

In all following relationships, the parameter Z 
was regarded as                          . 

Eq. (17)

3.3. Modeling the stress-strain curve

In this study, it is supposed that the stress against 
strain linearly goes up until to yield stress σ0 and 
the equivalent strain would be about 0.01 ͠   0.03. Be-
yond this region, from σ0 to σC, the work-hardening 
region (σWH )  exists and the final region from σC to 
σSS would be the DRX zone (σDRX). For the initia-
tion of DRX, the critical strain εC was used instead 
of σC.

3.3.1. The work hardening and dynamic re-
covery (WH) zone:

As mentioned earlier, the below equation was used 
for the modeling of the WH zone:

Eq. (18)

𝑍𝑍 = 𝜀𝜀̇ exp (546700
𝑅𝑅 𝑇𝑇 ) 

Fig. 4. Characteristic strains of flow curves.
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Eq. (23)

Equations of σWH and σS are those expressed be-
fore in Eqs. 18 and 20, respectively. The equation of 
σSS is that said in Table 1 below.

Eq. (24)

The critical strain for the onset of DRX, εC may be 
rewritten as follows:

Eq. (25)

The parameter ε50% which is the strain equivalent to 
the 50% DRX progress could be determined by regarding 
the strain of the inflection point in stress-strain curve (εi) 
in which ε50%=kεi. Because overcoming the DRX causes 
the curvature of the stress-strain curve to change, there-
fore the strain ε50% must be placed before the strain εi. We 
used then the following equation for the strain ε50%:

Eq. (26)

It’s worth saying that the higher the ε50%, the greater the 
width of the concavity portion of the stress-strain curve.

In this equation, three parameters including σ0, σS, 
and Ω were determined. The parameters σ0 and σS are 
those before expressed in Table 1 as follows:

Eq. (19)

Eq. (20)

The parameter  Ω is dependent on the temperature, 
strain rate, and initial grain size as follows:

Eq. (21)

Wahabi et al. [45] have obtained the below equation 
for Ω in 304H stainless steel regarding Z=ε ̇  exp(280,000/
RT)  which we used accordingly in this model as follows:

Eq. (22)

3.3.2. The DRX zone

Once the applied strain reaches the critical strain for 
the onset of DRX, εC, the following equations should be 
used together for the modeling of the stress-strain curve.

𝜎𝜎S = 1
0.0099 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(65432 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

1.15 × 1019 )
1 4.45⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(65432 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
1.15 × 1019 )

2 4.45⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

𝜎𝜎S = 1
0.0099 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(65432 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

1.15 × 1019 )
1 4.45⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(65432 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
1.15 × 1019 )

2 4.45⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

Ω = 𝐴𝐴𝑑𝑑0𝑛𝑛𝜀𝜀̇𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(𝑄𝑄Ω 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅⁄ ) 

 

Ω = 𝐾𝐾Ω𝑍𝑍𝑚𝑚Ω = 110 𝑍𝑍−0.096,   𝑍𝑍 = 𝜀𝜀̇ exp(33678 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) 

 

𝜎𝜎DRX = 𝜎𝜎WH − 𝑋𝑋DRX × (𝜎𝜎S − 𝜎𝜎SS) 

 
𝑋𝑋DRX = 1 − exp [−(𝜀𝜀 − 𝜀𝜀C

𝜀𝜀50%
)
𝑚𝑚
] 

 

𝜎𝜎SS = 1
0.0052 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(58215 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

1.6 × 1019 )
1 6.15⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(58215 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
1.6 × 1019 )

2 6.15⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

𝜎𝜎SS = 1
0.0052 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(58215 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

1.6 × 1019 )
1 6.15⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(58215 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
1.6 × 1019 )

2 6.15⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

𝜀𝜀C = 2.6 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.094 = 2.6 × 10−3𝜀𝜀̇0.094 exp(6181 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) 

𝜀𝜀C = 2.6 × 10−3𝑍𝑍0.094 = 2.6 × 10−3𝜀𝜀̇0.094 exp(6181 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) 

𝜀𝜀50% = 0.7𝜀𝜀i = 5.11 × 10−3𝜀𝜀̇0.1 exp(6576 𝑇𝑇⁄ ) 

𝜎𝜎DRX = 𝜎𝜎WH − 𝑋𝑋DRX × (𝜎𝜎S − 𝜎𝜎SS) 

 
𝑋𝑋DRX = 1 − exp [−(𝜀𝜀 − 𝜀𝜀C

𝜀𝜀50%
)
𝑚𝑚
] 

 𝜎𝜎0 = 1
0.01 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(62425 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

3 × 1021 )
1 6.68⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(62425 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
3 × 1021 )

2 6.68⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

𝜎𝜎0 = 1
0.01 {(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(62425 𝑇𝑇⁄ )

3 × 1021 )
1 6.68⁄

+ [(𝜀𝜀̇ exp(62425 𝑇𝑇⁄ )
3 × 1021 )

2 6.68⁄

+ 1]
1 2⁄

} 

Fig. 5. Microstructures in the quench samples at strain 1 with the evaluated recrystallized fraction (Xdrx (meas.)) 
compared with the results of model (Xdrx (model)) at different deformation conditions.
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Finally, the m value which is a constant showing the 
transformation kinetics could be determined by consid-
ering the DRX evolution at strain 1 at different deforma-
tion conditions. The following equation was used for the 
exponent m:

Eq. (27)

Fig. 5 shows the microscopic images taken from the 
quench samples at strain 1 which the recrystallized frac-
tions calculated experimentally as well as those predicted 
by the model. Fig. 6 implies that there is a good coinci-
dence between the model results and the experimental 
evidence.

3.3.3. Evaluation of the model

The above equations were used to draw the stress-
strain curves at different conditions. Fig. 7 shows the 
stress-strain curves derived from the model (dotted 
curve) as compared with the experimental equivalents. 
There is a satisfactory coincidence between them. 

The advantage of the method used in this study for 
predicting flow curves compared to methods employing 
four or seven polynomial fittings for A, α, n, and Q, [8,9] 
is the prediction of microstructure evolution together 
with the flow curve. Moreover, this model is based on 
well-known characteristic stresses and strains.

  

  
Fig. 7. Stress-Strain curves: Experimental (solid line) against the model results (dotted line). 

 

𝑚𝑚 = 8.7 × 10−7𝜀𝜀̇0.03𝑇𝑇2.1 

Fig. 6. DRX fraction evaluation from the microstructure against the model results.

Fig. 7. Stress-Strain curves: Experimental (solid line) against the model results (dotted line).
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4. Conclusions

In this study, AISI 304 stainless steel was used in hot 
compression tests at the temperatures of 950-1100 °C 
and strain rates of 0.005-0.5 s-1 up to the strain of 1. The 
following results could be extracted:
• The characteristic stresses including yield, critical, 

peak, saturation, and steady-state stresses were ob-
tained and represented via Zener–Hollomon param-
eter in an Arrhenius-type equation. Also, the charac-
teristic strains were obtained as well.

• To model flow curves, equations were presented for 
different regions including the elastic zone up to yield 
stress, the work-hardening zone from yield to onset 
of DRX, and the DRX region from initiation point of 
recrystallization toward steady-state stress.

• By comparison, a satisfactory coincidence was found 
between the experimental results and flow curves ob-
tained by the proposed model. Moreover, the model 
could predict well the kinetics of DRX as compared 
with the experimentally evolved microstructures. 
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Effect of melt height and obstacle on fluid dynamics in six-strand tundish: A 
numerical study

Abstract

Tundish, as a continuous metallurgical operator, provides steel for continuous casting molds with optimum flow rates, 
constant temperatures, uniform chemical compositions, and low porosity. The cleanliness of the molten steel entering 
the mold is affected by the type of flow pattern and the performance of the tundish in flotation and removal of non-me-
tallic impurities. In this paper, the fluid flow and heat transfer in a tundish in 2 cases, without an obstacle and with an 
obstacle, the turbo-stop, which is installed at its bottom and across the melt input, is simulated using the Ansys Fluent at 
melt heights of 0.5, 0.65, and 0.75 m. Results show that the formation of the second circulating flow inside the obstacle 
is the most important reason for the input melt velocity reduction. Increasing the melt height leads to a more uniform and 
less turbulent flow. Furthermore, increasing the melt height from 0.5 m to 0.75 m leads to a 3 % reduction in the average 
flow velocity. The highest heat transfer loss is from the top surface of the tundish and thus, the most temperature gradient 
exists at the top surface of the melt. The flow movement paths from the tundish input show that the melt flow velocity 
towards the sides of the tundish is increased with the melt height inside it. Furthermore, higher melt height causes the 
formation of higher stagnant melt volume inside the tundish, which negatively influences the inclusion of absorption by 
the slag.

Keywords: Continuous casting; Steel making; Tundish; Fluid dynamics; Numerical modeling; Ansys fluent. 
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1. Introduction

The melt in the ladle is distributed in casting lines 
using a distributor device called tundish, Fig. 1. The 
casting time period is mainly influenced by the melt 
height inside the tundish. According to the hydrostatic 
pressure of the melt, more melt exits from the outlet 
nozzles as the melt inside the tundish is increased [1].

In the steel continuous casting process, the 
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tundish provides sufficient melt for creating and 
maintaining a continuous flow to the mold even 
during ladle substitutions. The ladles are periodical-
ly filled and returned from the steel-making process. 
Furthermore, the tundish can act as a filter container 
by floating the inclusions as a slag layer. If solid im-
purity particles are allowed to remain in the product, 
then surface defects such as the porosity and expan-
sion scab can be formed in the subsequent rolling 
processes or lead to the internal local stress con-
centration which can decrease the fatigue lifetime 
of the product. To produce high-quality products, 
the molten steel needs to be protected from inter-
acting with the air by the slag coverage on the melt 
free-surface and use the ceramic-made nozzles be-
tween the containers. Otherwise, the oxygen of the 
air reacts with the steel which leads to the formation 
of detrimental oxide inclusions [2-4]. 
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Various numerical and experimental studies have 
been conducted to investigate the flow in the tundish by 
researchers [5-7]. Most researchers in the experimental 
method simulate water at room temperature and at uni-
form temperature and steady-state flow. Mickey and 
Thomas [8] and Sousa Rocha, et al. [9] have done math-
ematical modeling to analyze the flow in a tundish with 
a specific geometry. They simulated the three-dimen-
sional flow of molten steel and its temperature changes 
in tundish in both steady and unsteady states using the 
K-ɛ turbulence model. They used the Lagrangian track-
ing model to analyze particle motion. In this research, 
the residence time and density of the number of particles 
with different sizes have been investigated. In a study of 
a ten-strand tundish in the form of physical modeling, it 
was found that among the ten tundish outlets, the output 
that has the minimum residence time and the emergence 
of the detector is observed earlier has the worst perfor-
mance in separating the inclusions. Also, the distribution 
of the number of inclusions between the strands is the 
same for each size of the inclusions and the descending 
order of the number of inclusions is based on the de-
scending order of the average retention time between the 
strands [10]. Other research [11-14] Using mathematical 
and physical modeling, the effect of using flow control 
equipment on porosity separation has been investigated. 

In other studies, a novel swirling flow generator 
(SFG) is intended to be installed around the inlet of the 
submerged entry nozzle (SEN) in the tundish to gener-
ate a swirling flow in the SEN by utilizing gravitation-
al potential energy. The radial pressure gradient force 
causes inclusion particles to move toward the center. In 
the central area in the SEN, the collision rate between 
inclusion particles and bubbles increases significantly. 
Thus, bubble injection in swirling flow is beneficial to 
the removal of inclusion particles [15, 16]. The use of ex-
periments and numerical simulations for flow behaviors 
of the tundish has been done by researchers. CFD model-
ing methods were employed in the studies. The obtained 
CFD results were compared with the results of laboratory 
tests (using a tundish water model) [17, 18]. 

The South Kave Steel (SKS) company, one of the 
largest steel-production companies in Iran, has a plan 
for removing the inclusion from the melt and producing 
clean steel. The tundish type of this company is com-

pletely different from those used in other steel-making 
factories in terms of the tundish geometry, dimensions 
and melt capacity, input melt place, and the number of 
outlet nozzles. Therefore, the tundish of this company in 
2 cases, without an obstacle and with an obstacle, tur-
bo-stop, is modeled and simulated in current research. 
This will be used as the first phase of a larger research 
program which will provide for a comprehensive study 
of the distribution of nonmetallic inclusions flowing 
through tundish steel.

2. Materials and research methods

In the discussion of modeling, different steps should 
be taken. In the initial stage, it is necessary to define a 
specific model for the geometry of the problem. This will 
be done by Solid Works software and the model with a 
different format will be saved for reading in Ansys Fluent 
computing software. Finally, by selecting the appropriate 
modules for modeling, the constructed model is called. 
Since the flow of fluid at the inlet and outlet areas is tur-
bulent, in order to mathematically model such a system, 
it is necessary to apply a series of assumptions to simpli-
fy the system:

A: The free surface is considered smooth. Due to the 
presence of slag coating on the melt, in most cases, re-
searchers have avoided wavy movements on the melt 
surface and considered the surface to be smooth.

B: Any trapping of air or gas when the melt stream enters 
is avoided.

C: Since the density of molten steel is a function of tem-
perature, floating forces will be generated due to the 
temperature difference between different points of the 
fluid. The presence of these buoyancy forces affects the 
behavior of the fluid flow in the tundish, so it will be 
effective in removing and floating impurities. There-
fore, heat transfer is another important consideration in 
tundish operations. Basically, temperature changes in 
tundish melt are caused by the discharge of melt at differ-
ent temperatures from the pan to tundish, as well as heat 
loss through the walls (conductive heat transfer to the 
atmosphere) and through the slag coating (radiant heat
transfer) [13].

Fig. 1. Tundish of the South Kave Steel (SKS) Company.
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3)  Turbulence equations

Two standard equations are used to express the model 
k-ε in turbulence modeling, k which are two equations 
for the kinetic energy transfer of turbulence, and ε its dis-
placement rate. The equation for turbulent kinetic energy 
is as follows.

Eq. (4)

The Gk kinetic energy production of turbulence is 
from the mean velocity gradient and is obtained from 
Eq. 5.

Eq. (5)

The turbulent energy dissipation rate is obtained from 
Eq. 6.

Eq. (6)

That xi and xj are the Cartesian components of velocity 
and the experimental turbulence constants are shown in 
Table 1. 

2.1. Tundish geometry

The geometric characteristics of the six-strand tundish 
used in South Kave Steel (SKS) Company are shown in 
Fig. 2. The height of the melt inside the tundish is be-
tween 50 and 80 cm, but its application range, which is 
mostly used in steel-making, is 60 to 65 cm. The diameter 
of the outlet nozzles is 17 mm. For modeling the obstacle 
geometry at the tundish bottom (in case 2), the obstacle 
is supposed to be a cylinder with a height of 27 cm, an 
internal diameter of 23 cm, and a wall thickness of 2 cm.

2.2. The governing equations

Navier-Stokes equations are used to solve the fluid 
dynamics inside the tundish [19].
1)  Continuity equation

Eq. (1)

2)  Momentum equation 
Eq. (2)

Where t is time, ρ is the fluid density, u is velocity, 
p is pressure, g is the acceleration of gravity, and μ e f f  is 
effective turbulent viscosity. Which is μ e f f  the sum of μ 
molecular viscosity and μt turbulent viscosity.

Eq. (3)

𝑪𝑪𝝁𝝁 𝝈𝝈𝜺𝜺 𝝈𝝈𝒌𝒌 𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐𝜺𝜺 𝑪𝑪𝟏𝟏𝜺𝜺 

0.09 1.3 1 1.92 1.38 

 

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜕𝜕(∇𝑢𝑢) = 0  

 

𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜌𝜌[𝑢𝑢 ∙ ∇]𝑢𝑢 = −∇𝑃𝑃 + 𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∇2𝑢𝑢 + 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌   

 

𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 = 𝜇𝜇 + 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇
𝑘𝑘2
𝜀𝜀      and 𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇 = 0.09 

 𝜇𝜇𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡 = 𝜇𝜇 + 𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇
𝑘𝑘2
𝜀𝜀      and 𝐶𝐶𝜇𝜇 = 0.09 

 

𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
= 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

[(𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡
𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘
) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

] + 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 − 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌  
 

 
𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

= 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

[(𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡
𝜎𝜎𝑘𝑘
) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

] + 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 − 𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌  
 

 

𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 = 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

)  

 

𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖
= 𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
[(𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡

𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀
) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
] + 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝜀𝜀

𝜕𝜕
𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 − 𝐶𝐶2𝜀𝜀𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕2

𝑘𝑘   

 
𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 + 𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

= 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

[(𝜇𝜇 + 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡
𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀

) 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗

] + 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝜀𝜀
𝜕𝜕
𝑘𝑘 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 − 𝐶𝐶2𝜀𝜀𝜌𝜌 𝜕𝜕2

𝑘𝑘   

 

Fig. 2. Tundish geometric characteristics.

Table 1. The proposed experimental constants of turbulence [19].
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𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 = 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

(𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗
+
𝜕𝜕𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

)  

 

is 50 kg s-1 and its temperature is 1530°C, which 
is close to the actual conditions. Melt density is a 
function of temperature and is equal to ρ=7010-
0.883(T-1818). The viscosity is 0.007 kg m-1 s-1 and 
the heat capacity is 720 J kg-1 K-1 and the thermal 
conductivity is 33  W m-1 K-1. Because the walls of 
the melt and the top surface of the melt exchange heat 
with the surrounding environment, and because the 
temperature of the melt and the melt is higher than 
the ambient temperature, heat is transferred from the 
melt to the environment and the melt temperature 
decreases. Based on previous studies [19, 20], the 
amount of heat loss from the top surface of the melt, 
hard floor, and hard walls are 15, 1.5, and 3.5 kW/m2, 
respectively (Table 2).

Because of the symmetry in the overall geometry of 
the tundish, only half of the tundish is considered the 
computational domain, which according to Fig. 3, one 
side of the domain is defined by the symmetry boundary 
condition. The side walls and the floor of the ramp are 
marked with the condition of non-slip. The upper level of 
the solution amplitude is empty space, which is why the 
condition without shear stress is used. The melt flow inlet 
at the top of the slope is considered the velocity input and 
the melt flow output at the bottom of the geometry is con-
sidered the pressure output (pressure equal to atmospheric
pressure).

4) Energy equation

An energy equation is needed to calculate the tem-
perature of the molten fluid.

Eq. (7)

That T is temperature and τ e f f is the viscous dissipa-
tion term and k ef f is effective conductivity and from the 

relation  keff=k+k t it follows that kt is the turbulent ther-
mal conductivity. The energy E is obtained from Eq. 8.

Eq. (8)

Also,                                       is and Tref is reference tem-
perature and CP is constant pressure heat capacity. 

2.3. Thermal properties and boundary con-
ditions

The mass flow rate of the inlet melt to the tundish 

heat transfer loss Thermal properties 
15 kW m−2 melt top surface 𝜌𝜌 = 7010 − 0.883(𝑇𝑇

− 1818) 
melt density 

1.5 kW m−2 tundish bottom 0.007 kgm−1s−1 melt viscosity 
3.5 kW m−2 tundish walls 720 J kg−1K−1 thermal capacity 

  33  W m−1K−1 thermal conduction 
coefficient 

 

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 (𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) + ∇ ∙ [𝑢𝑢(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 + 𝑃𝑃)] = ∇ ∙ (𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∇𝑇𝑇 − (ℎ + 𝑃𝑃

𝜌𝜌) + (𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑢𝑢))  

 𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕 (𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌) + ∇ ∙ [𝑢𝑢(𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌 + 𝑃𝑃)] = ∇ ∙ (𝑘𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒∇𝑇𝑇 − (ℎ + 𝑃𝑃

𝜌𝜌) + (𝜏𝜏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∙ 𝑢𝑢))  

 

𝐸𝐸 = ℎ − 𝑃𝑃
𝜌𝜌 +

𝑢𝑢2
2   

 
, ℎ = ∫ 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

 

Table 2. Thermal properties of the melt and boundary conditions of heat dissipation [19].

Fig. 3. Model of solution domain created in Ansys software 
a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

a b
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the input melt flow to the tundish impacts the bottom 
surface (or obstacle bottom surface) inside the tundish 
vertically and uniformly due to the high velocity of the 
input flow. After impacting the obstacle walls, the flow 
moves upward and then the fluid flow circulation inside 
the tundish is started. The highest fluid flow velocity and 
turbulence occur in the middle part of the tundish which 
is nearer the input melt flow region. At the end of the 
tundish, the existent melt is less affected by the tundish 
input. A comparison between Figs. 4 and 5 shows that 
the movement and turbulence of the molten fluid flow 
are increased at the middle and end part of the tundish re-
spectively, by decreasing and increasing the melt height 
inside the tundish.  Furthermore, it can be inferred from 
the comparison that the direct input fluid flow effect and 
mixing and turbulence in the flow are reduced as the melt 
height is increased. Therefore, to have a more laminar 
flow that enhances the movement of inclusion towards 
the free surface of the fluid, the melt height is better to 
be increased. Besides, according to Figs. 4 and 5, the re-
flected flow from the nearer wall to the input melt region 
moves to a higher height. Therefore, reducing the inten-
sity of this flow would be a proper way for decreasing the 
turbulence in the inclusion.  

Since the height of the melted fluid inside the tundish 
is variable, in the present study, the amount of melt 
height inside the tundish is considered in three states of 
50, 65, and 75 cm, based on which three solution ampli-
tudes are modeled. In the present study, the variable h 
indicates the amount of melt height within the tundish. 
The meshes used for each case (different heights) ranged 
from 3.3 to 3.7 million grids. At the same time, the 
sensitivity analysis for the suitable mesh has also been 
done. A model similar to reference [19] was run in An-
sys Fluent and the results were consistent. The tem-
perature at different points of the Tundish and the exit 
speed of the nozzle in industrial trials were calculated 
and the results were consistent with the modeling of this
research.

3. Results and discussion 

In this study, the tundish behavior of the flow pattern 
and heat distribution in 2 cases, without an obstacle and 
with an obstacle, turbo-stop, was investigated. Figs 4 and 
5 show part of the movement path of the input melt to the 
tundish at two melt heights of h = 0.5m and h = 0.75m 
without an obstacle and with obstacle case. As observed, 

Fig. 4. Part of the path of the incoming melt to Tundish (h = 0.5m)
a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

Fig. 5. Part of the inlet melt path to the tundish (h = 0.75m)
a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

a b

a b
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with above-average speed as well as an area with very 
low speed. When the upstream flow from the inlet to the 
farthest sides of the tundish, it returns from the bottom to 
the inlet area at above-average velocities. This produces 
some shock due to the downstream current. Based on Fig. 
7, it can be clearly seen that there is less melt flow in 
places far from the center of the tundish.

The flow path in the symmetry plane of the tundish 
in the case of an obstacle is shown in Fig. 8. The maxi-
mum fluid flow velocity is related to the input flow and 
flows on the internal walls of the obstacle. As mentioned 
before, the secondary circulating flow inside the obstacle 
is harsh, which has a considerable effect on the flow ve-
locity reduction in the tundish. According to Fig. 8, the 
melt flow exists in all points of the symmetry plane, but 
the velocity is different at different points of the plane. 
Finally, a more regular flow can have certain advantages 
for the quality of the steel, such as better thermal homog-
enization and greater particle removal.

The obstacle at the tundish bottom (in the case of an 
obstacle) is installed for controlling the entering melt 
into the tundish, and the flow paths are shown in Fig. 6 
in a magnified view. The input flow moves towards the 
tundish bottom with high velocity and after impacting 
the obstacle bottom moves upwards due to the obstacle 
walls. As observed, part of the reflected upward-moving 
flow is driven towards the input flow due to the pressure 
reduction near that. Therefore, a secondary circulating 
flow is formed inside the obstacle. Part of the obstacle 
which is nearer to the tundish wall has the lowest circu-
lating flow. 

Fig. 7 shows the melt velocity vector on a longitudi-
nal plane passing through the outputs (in the case without 
an obstacle). It should be noted that for a better display 
of velocity vectors in low-velocity areas, the maximum 
velocity is 0.2 m/s. The melt jet strikes the impact pad 
hard on the floor of the tundish and the melt expands 
radially. In the upper part of tundish, you can see areas 

Fig. 6. The obstacle at the tundish bottom (in the case of an obstacle), which is installed for controlling the entering melt 
into the tundish, and the flow paths.

Fig. 7. The melt velocity vector on a longitudinal plane passing through the outputs (in the case without an obstacle).

Fig. 8. The flow path at the symmetry plane of the tundish in the case with an obstacle h=0.5m.
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13 for melt heights of 0.5, 0.65, and 0.75 m. The maxi-
mum flow velocity is 0.73 m/s occurring at the melt in-
put to the tundish, for all three melt heights. For a better 
contour representation, the maximum velocity is set to 
0.5 m/s to better observe the velocity changes. Since the 
no-slip boundary condition is applied to the sidewalls of 
the tundish, the flow velocity is zero there. As observed, 
the maximum flow velocity on the melt surface is not 
changed considerably with the melt height and is near-
by the input melt to the tundish. The average velocity 
on the melt surface is calculated to be 0.0765, 0.0753, 
and 0.0745 m/s for h = 0.5, 0.65, and 0.75 m, respective-
ly. Therefore, the average velocity also does not change 
considerably with the melt height. However, the absolute 
flow velocity is changed more uniformly near the melt 
input as the melt height is increased. Furthermore, the 
tundish with a higher melt height has more still regions. 
Higher still melt volume in the tundish has a negative 
effect on the inclusion absorption [4].

The velocity contours in the symmetry plane of the 
tundish in the case of obstacle are shown in Fig. 9 and 
Fig. 10 for h = 0.5 m and h = 0.75 m, respectively. The 
highest flow velocity belongs to the input flow to the 
tundish, which its velocity is remarkably reduced after 
impacting the obstacle. The input flow has to move a 
longer path as the melt height is increased and because 
the density and viscosity of the melt are high, the input 
flow velocity is reduced remarkably. Therefore, the im-
pact velocity of the flow onto the obstacle is decreased 
with the melt height. Furthermore, it can be concluded 
by comparing Figs. 9 and 10 that the circulating flow in-
tensity and flow turbulence are considerably decreased 
as the melt height inside the tundish is increased, which 
has a considerable effect on the inclusion formation as 
well. 

The overall absolute velocity contours on the melt-
ed top and side surfaces in 2 cases, without an obstacle, 
and with an obstacle, turbo-stop, are shown in Figs 11 to 

Fig. 9. The velocity contours in the symmetry plane of the tundish in the case of 
obstacle h=0.5m.

Fig. 10. The velocity contours in the symmetry plane of the tundish in the 
case of obstacle h=0.75m.
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Fig. 11. The overall absolute velocity contours on the 
melted top and side surfaces h=0.5m

a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

Fig. 12. The overall absolute velocity contours on 
the melted top and side surfaces h=0.65m
a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

Fig. 13. The overall absolute velocity contours on 
the melted top and side surfaces h=0.75m
a) without an obstacle b) with an obstacle.

a b

a b

a b
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Fig. 14 shows the velocity vectors on a longitudinal 
surface passing the outlets for h=0.5 and 0.75m (in the 
case of an obstacle). It should be mentioned that the max-
imum velocity is considered to be 0.12 m/s for a better 
representation of the velocity vectors in low-velocity re-
gions. In both conditions, the circulating flow regions are 
clearly observed with a higher intensity at h=0.5m, which 
influences the slag. As the melt height is increased, the 
outlet flow velocity is increased, leading to faster casting. 

Figs 15 and 16 show the absolute temperature and 
velocity counters on the lateral walls of the tundish and 
the upper surface of the melt (in the case without an ob-
stacle), which cause heat loss to the environment, respec-

tively. For a better display of fluid velocity counters, the 
maximum velocity value in this contour is 0.45 m/s. In 
these two Figs, a very good correlation is observed be-
tween fluid dynamics and temperature distribution; as the 
melt moves faster, it loses more heat due to an increase 
in the amount of heat transfer coefficient. The difference 
between the inlet temperature (1530°C) and the coldest 
tundish point (1518°C) is only 12°C. One of the ways to 
make the outlet flow of the tundish more uniform is to 
make the melt in the tundish more uniform in terms of 
heat. Accordingly, the use of turbo stops (obstacles) to 
melt movement in the tundish is recommended to make 
the melt flow more uniform.

Fig. 14. The velocity vectors on a longitudinal surface passing the outlets for h=0.5m 
and 0.75m (in the case of an obstacle).

Fig. 15. The absolute velocity counters on the lateral walls of the tundish and the upper surface of the melt 
h=0.5m (in the case without an obstacle).

Fig. 16. The absolute temperature counters on the lateral walls of the tundish and the upper surface of the melt 
h=0.5m (in the case without an obstacle).
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4. Conclusions

The following results are obtained from modeling and 
simulation of the steel continuous casting tundish for 
evaluating and comparing the flow pattern:
•     The use of turbo stops to melt movement in the tundish 

makes the melt flow more uniform, and a more regu-

lar flow can have certain advantages for the quality of 
the steel, such as better thermal homogenization and 
greater particle removal.

•     A strong circulating flow is formed inside the tundish 
because the input melt flow directly enters the obsta-
cle center. 

•   The molten fluid flow turbulence is reduced by in-
creasing the melt height in the tundish.

•    Analysis of the input flow into the tundish indicates 
that the input flow has a maximum and minimum ef-
fect on the middle and side regions of the tundish, 
respectively. 

•   The average flow velocity on the top surface of the 
melt is decreased by %3 by increasing the melt height 
from 0.5 to 0.75 meters. 

•    Since the heat transfer and loss are highly dependent 
on the velocity of the molten fluid flow, increasing the 
melt height leads to a more laminar fluid flow inside 
the tundish and thus the heat loss and temperature 
gradient inside the tundish are reduced.  

•   Tundish with a higher melt height has more static melt 
areas which negatively influence the amount of par-
ticle absorption.  
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Experimental Study of Mechanical Properties and Hardness in Gas Metal Arc 
Welding on SUH 310S Steel Using Response Surface Methodology

Abstract

Due to technological advances and the growing need to repair parts at low cost, the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) 
method has become increasingly popular among industrialists. The response surface methodology (RSM) and model va-
lidity were measured with standard statistical measures. In this research, the input parameters including; welding speed 
(mm/min), voltage (V), and wire feed rate (cm/min), have been selected as input parameters. Mini-tab software was uti-
lized to carry out modeling and optimization using RSM. On heat resistance steel (SUH 310S) using the RSM method, 
17 experimental experiments were designed with three center points. According to the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), the 
effective parameters of mechanical properties and hardness are wire feed rate, voltage, and welding speed, respectively. 
The results showed that the analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the desirability model obtained 0.953. Optimum levels 
for each input variable were analyzed in terms of mechanical properties and welding hardness. Finally, the optimum 
levels obtained are welding speed of 250 mm/min, wire feed rate of 210 cm/min, and voltage of 17 volts.

Keywords: Gas Metal Arc Welding, Response surface methodology, SUH 310S steel, Mechanical properties, Optimi-
zation. 
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1. Introduction

Among many austenitic stainless steel materials, 
because SUH 310S stainless steel sheet has higher 
chromium and nickel content than ordinary 18-8 aus-
tenitic SUH 310S, its heat resistance and corrosion 
resistance are relatively better, and it can be used at 
temperatures as high as 1090 ℃ [1,2]. SUH 310S con-
tinuous used at high temperature [3]. SUH 310S plate 
should be forged at a temperature of about 1175 °C, 
and the forging temperature should not be lower than 
980 °C [4,5]. After forging, rapid air cooling or direct 
water quenching of small forgings is required [6]. For 
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optimum corrosion resistance, it should also be an-
nealed after forging [7]. SUH 310S sheet can be used 
to produce furnace components, furnace plates, high 
temperature vessels and welding wire [8,9]. The ma-
terial can also be used further in many applications by 
taking advantage of its thermal properties.

Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is one of the weld-
ing methods in the industry, such as special structures 
of Power stations [10]. High flexibility, possibility of 
welding in different thicknesses, increased production 
capability and possibility of automatic implementation 
of reasons distinguish this method from other welding 
methods [11]. This process is widely used in various 
industries, including pipelines, petrochemicals, build-
ings, automobiles, and ships [12]. In this process, the 
continuity of the consumed electrode, welding discon-
tinuity, lack of slag, and low thermal hazard in the base 
metal are considered the advantages of this method, 
in which the continuity of the consumed electrode is 
an essential advantage that increases the productivity 
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fabricate SS 304L. He studied mechanical properties 
through complex testing and micro-structures through 
metallographic research. The result is that when the 
components are placed in another place, the tempera-
ture increases, the dendrite's thickness increases, and 
the microstructure remains the same. In the presence 
of dendrites, the stiffness will be different in the ver-
tical and horizontal directions, which will affect the 
mechanical properties. Their findings revealed that 
the presence of dendrites changed the strength of the 
boundary between longitudinal and lateral pathways. 
This resulted in anisotropy of mechanical properties.

In the present study, wire feed rate, welding speed, 
and voltage have been considered as effective input pa-
rameters of the process and according to the necessities 
of research, the parameters of mechanical properties and 
hardness are output parameters. RSM modeling was 
used to establish the interaction between process input 
and output parameters. The purpose of this research is to 
model the output parameters based on the input param-
eters and also to optimize the mechanical properties and 
hardness. Finally, the optimized part is examined regard-
ing hardness and mechanical properties.

2. Materials and methods

The purpose of this research is to optimization me-
chanical properties and hardness to investigate the in-
fluence of effective parameters in neutral gas welding. 
For this purpose, as shown in Fig. 1, GMAW process 
devices Including the carry MIG 501 wire feed system 
and FP4M machine were used. Referring to the above, 
in this research, 17 experiments were carried out on 
heat resistance steel (SUH 310S) with 10×30×50 mm3, 
as the base metal in GMAW welding. Failure to control 
the consumable electrode on the workpiece will lead to 
deviation from the welding center or false joining of the 
welding point. The reason for using the milling machine 
is to move in the direction of the X, Y, and Z-axis and 
to automate the GMAW process. The SUH 310S (base 
metal) and stainless steel 743 (wire electrode) chemi-
cal composition and mechanical properties are shown 
in Tables 1 and 2. Due to the use of GMAW welding, 
the feeding wire electrode is a consumable material in 
the form of welding electrodes the material is stainless 
steel 743, the diameter of the electrodes is 1 mm and 
produced by AMA company. Carbon dioxide (CO2) gas 
was used as a shielding gas.

rate [13]. In large industries, the cost is high, and this 
factor is entirely dependent on the determination of 
the welding variables in the welding process with gas 
protection and the equation between the existing pa-
rameters and how to achieve the desired state [14,15]. 
Among all techniques, one common method is GMAW 
welding with neutral gas [16].

J. Vora et al. [17] studied the wire arc additive 
manufacturing (WAAM) method based on GMAW 
welding to fabricate multilayer structures with opti-
mized process parameters on SS316L using SS316L 
metal wires. The microstructure, macrostructure, and 
mechanical properties (tensile test, impact test, micro-
hardness, and fractography) of the multilayer structure 
were examined. The results of all tensile properties of 
high, medium, and low surface tests developed by the 
WAAM process are within the range of SS 316L val-
ues. The UTS, YS, and elongation of the used SS316L 
were 485 MPa, 220 MPa, and 45%, respectively. The 
average number of specimens of UTS, the upper, mid-
dle, and lower zone and height of YS were 512.53 
MPa, 256.57 MPa and 49.35%, respectively. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the experimentally mea-
sured UTS, YS, and elongation of the WAAM process 
developed parts are within the limits of the SS 316L 
grade values used. Chen et al. [18] studied the fabri-
cation of SS316L alloys by the GMAW process. The 
main objective of this study was to determine the effect 
of heat treatment on strength and corrosion behavior. 
The results showed that high temperature and time of 
treatment heat caused SS 316L to deteriorate. The ulti-
mate tensile strength and yield strength were changed 
by the heat treatment carried out at 1000 °C. Also, the 
maximum strength of the AM components was found 
to be similar to SS 316L. Ahsan et al. [19] have de-
veloped a bimetallic additively manufactured structure 
of SS 316 L, and low alloy carbon steel to produce a 
WAAM structure of two different materials using the 
GMAW process. Two separate layers of low-carbon 
and stainless steel were shown on the welded area in 
the microstructure definition, and no defect was seen 
in the specified area. In the microhardness test, the 
hardness value was more significant in the stainless 
steel region due to Cr. However, the hardness value 
was observed at the lower part of the low-carbon steel. 
So the standard design failed from that point of view 
and that part of the carbon steel had less strength. An-
other study by Ji et al. [20] used the WAAM process to 

Metal Fe C Mn P Si Cr Ni Cu 

SUH 310S steel Bal 0.10 2.00 0.05 2.50 25.00 21.00 -- 

Stainless steel SS743 Bal 0.03 1.50 0.01 0.65 21.00 12.00 0.70 

 

Table 1. Chemical composition of SUH 310S steel.
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must be determined. Then, according to the parameters 
and levels considered for each parameter, experiments 
were performed. In this research, the aim is to the effect 
of material and process parameters on the mechanical 
properties and hardness of welded samples using the 
GMAW process. One of the essential mechanical prop-
erties can be mentioned tensile strength, which deter-
mines the amount of tolerable stress by the part under 
tensile loads, which is considered the response variable. 
The structure of boiling points of samples produced in 
different process conditions was also investigated. After 
identifying the response variables and parameters affect-
ing the problem, the next step is determining the num-
ber of levels studied for the parameters and their range. 
According to the studies, the usual welding speeds of 
200, 300, and 400 mm/min, the voltage of 17, 27, and 
32 volts, and wire feed rates of 210, 231, and 253 cm/
min were selected. The purpose of choosing the mini-
mum welding speed, equal to 200 mm/min, was that the 
possibility of performing a welding process lower than 
this speed in the method used was impossible and a con-
nection between the electrode and sample was not ac-
cepted. Also, the reason for choosing the welding speed 
of 400 mm/min as the maximum welding speed was the 
limitation of the machine used for welding. Therefore, 
it is necessary to use a suitable test design to reduce 

In this research, the input parameters including 
welding speed (mm/min), voltage (V), and wire feed 
rate (cm/min) have been selected as input parameters. 
Mini-tab software was utilized to carry out modeling 
and optimization using RSM. On heat resistance steel 
(SUH 310S) using the RSM method, 17 experimental 
experiments were designed with three center points. 
Properties sample welding that was measured directly 
from the tensile test. A standard tensile test was per-
formed to evaluate the mechanical properties of the op-
timized part. In this test, sample is prepared according 
to the ASTM-E8 standard. It should be noted that the 
test was performed at room temperature at a speed of 
10 mm/min.

3. Response Surface Methodology

The design of experiments (DoE) is a scientific 
solution that provides targeted changes to the factors 
affecting a process or product and then examines the 
resulting changes in output, which provide extensive 
information and understanding of the process, devel-
opment, and how these factors affect the response. In 
designing an experiment, the first step is to determine 
the response variables. Then the parameters affecting 
the problem must be identified and the variable levels 

Mechanical properties UTS YS Elongation Hardness 

Unit (MPa) (MPa) (%) (HB) 

Value 524 217 40 225 

 

Table 2. Mechanical properties of SUH 310S steel.

Fig. 1. GMAW process devices.
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RSM with different parameters. The DoE methods such 
as the RSM method are an effective way to reduce the 
number of experiments. The parameters and levels test-
ed for each parameter in the present study are in Table 
4. The experiments of the said research were designed 
as a table using the Minitab software.

the number of tests. In this research, wire feeding speed 
(electrode), welding voltage, and welding speed as ef-
fective input parameters have been placed on the weld-
ing cross-section. The data and intervals of each process 
variable can be seen in Table 3. The experiments were 
performed in the same laboratory conditions based on 

 

Table. 3: Input parameters of GMAWed process 

GMAW 

parameter 

Voltage 

(V) 

Wire feed rate 

(cm/min) 

Welding speed 

(mm/min) 

Unit low medium high low medium high low medium high 

Code -1 0 +1 -1 0 +1 -1 0 +1 

Range 17 27 32 210 231 253 200 300 400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table. 4: Input and output parameter

Coded Actual values Responses

No. Welding 

speed

Voltage Wire feed 

rate

Welding 

speed

Voltage Wire feed

rate

Mechanical 

properties

Hardness

#1 1 -1 1 400 17 253 674 88

#2 0 0 0 300 27 231 643 85

#3 -1 -1 -1 200 17 210 611 86

#4 0 0 1 300 27 253 635 85

#5 -1 1 -1 200 32 210 655 89

#6 -1 1 1 200 32 253 639 86

#7 0 0 0 300 27 231 643 85

#8 -1 0 0 200 27 231 623 83

#9 1 0 0 400 27 231 634 86

#10 0 1 0 300 32 231 655 87

#11 1 1 1 400 32 253 623 86

#12 1 1 -1 400 32 210 641 89

#13 0 0 -1 300 27 210 678 91

#14 1 -1 -1 400 17 210 612 84

#15 0 -1 0 300 17 231 594 82

#16 -1 -1 1 200 17 253 612 87

#17 0 0 0 300 27 231 643 85

Table 3. Input parameters of GMAWed process.

Table 4. Input and output parameter.
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                                                                        Eq. (3)

Regression analysis is performed when the dependent 
set related to the experimental orientations is collected. 
Then, an appropriate statistical analysis such as ANOVA 
analysis, is performed to identify the effects of factors on 
dependents as well as the interactions between factors. 
Then, the developed model is justified by a validation test.

4. Results and discussion
4.1. Tensile test

Improving mechanical properties has always been 
one of the most important challenges. In this research, 
the tensile test at room temperature was used to check 
the mechanical properties. Fig 2 shows the tensile test 
sample after the GMAWed process in SUH 310S Steel. 
The tensile test of the samples showed that all the sam-
ples behave close to each other in the tensile stress. This 
same behavior shows the significant potential of the base 
metal. The range of low changes in tensile stress indi-
cates the quality of welding, the compatibility of the used 
electrode with the BM, and the low residual stress of the 
welding site. After the tensile test, the prepared test sam-
ples were all broken from the base metal or HAZ area 
and based on the results, the fracture occurred in a part 
of the triple HAZ area, which has the lowest strength due 
to the grain size.

The RSM approach is a method to determine the 
interaction between different process parameters with 
varying criteria of welding and investigate the effect of 
these process parameters on related responses. RSM is 
a set of mathematical and statistical techniques that are 
useful for modeling and analyzing problems in which 
the desired answers are affected by several variables. 
The RSM method is a strategy for building experimen-
tal and optimization models. By performing experi-
ments and using regression analysis, a response model 
to some independent input variables is obtained. In the 
surface response method, independent parameters can 
be shown based on Eq 1.

                                                                       Eq. (1)

When Y is the answer, F is the function's answer, X 
is an experimental error, and X1, X2, …., Xn are inde-
pendent parameters. By plotting the expected response 
Y, a level known as the RSM is obtained. The shape of 
the F function is unknown and can be very complex. 
Therefore, the RSM method intends to compare the 
F-value with a lower-order polynomial in some inde-
pendent process variables. If the response is well mod-
eled by a linear function of the independent variable, Eq 
1 can be equated with Eq 2:

Eq. (2)

However, if a curvature appears in the system, high-
er-order polynomials, such as the Quadratic equation 
model can be used according to Eq 3:

𝑦𝑦 = 𝑓𝑓[𝑥𝑥1. 𝑥𝑥2. 𝑥𝑥3 ………𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛]                                   

𝑦𝑦 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑥𝑥2 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑥𝑥3 + ⋯……+ 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛     

𝑦𝑦 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝑥𝑥2 + 𝛽𝛽3𝑥𝑥3 + ⋯……+ 𝛽𝛽𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛     

Fig. 2. Tensile test samples.
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speed*welding speed - 7.15 voltage*voltage + 4.17 
wire feed rate*wire feed rate - 11.62 welding speed*-
voltage + 7.38 welding speed*wire feed rate - 12.13 
voltage*wire feed rate

Eq. (5)
Hardness = 84.925 + 0.296 welding speed + 0.982 
voltage - 0.812 wire feed rate + 0.083 welding 
speed*welding speed + 0.083 voltage*voltage + 
1.320 wire feed rate*wire feed rate + 0.125 welding 
speed*voltage + 0.375 welding speed*wire feed rate 
- 1.375 voltage* wire feed rate

ANOVA was used to check the accuracy of the ob-
tained modeling interactions. If the obtained P-value is 
less than 0.05, the accepted model has 95% confidence. 
Tables 5 and 6 show the results of ANOVA of the pro-
posed models.

Due to the appropriateness of the modeling equations, 
the interaction of the input parameters with the output 
parameters is reported separately below. Fig 3 shows the 
3D surface plot of the wire speed and voltage parameters 
related to the mechanical properties. By increasing the 
voltage and wire feed rate, the width of the mechanical 
properties increases. The modeling results performed in 
Minitab software were reviewed separately in this section.

4.2. Responses optimization of RSM mothed

The data output was obtained by entering the results 
of the tensile test in Minitab software and analyzing it by 
the Ryan-Joyner method. The P-value in the obtained dia-
gram is greater than the risk probability value of 0.05. It's 
concluded that the results related to the tensile strength 
of the welded sample follow the normal distribution. Due 
to the normal distribution of the data, the ANOVA of the 
data obtained from the tensile test is checked. One of the 
essential topics in analyzing the results of experimental 
tests is to study the interaction effects of parameters on 
the response variable. The two-parameter interactions 
that had the most significant effect on the tensile strength 
of welded sample have been investigated from the S/N 
table. The deal of tensile strength has increased with 
increasing speed welding. This is due to the decrease 
in melt strength, which increases the adhesion and im-
proves the weld strength. The obtained interactions for 
modeling and predicting the outputs of the welding pro-
cess are shown in Eqs 4 and 5.

Eq. (4)

Mechanical properties = 643.18 + 3.77 welding speed 
+ 11.10 voltage - 3.17 wire feed rate - 5.73 welding 

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Model 9 6101.92 677.99 2.51 0.019 

Linear 3 2014.22 671.41 2.48 0.025 

welding speed 1 194.20 194.20 0.72 0.025 

voltage 1 1682.62 1682.62 6.22 0.041 

wire feed rate 1 137.39 137.39 0.51 0.099 

Square 3 1395.33 465.11 1.72 0.049 

welding speed * welding speed 1 370.49 370.49 1.37 0.080 

voltage * voltage 1 575.84 575.84 2.13 0.088 

wire feed rate * wire feed rate 1 195.73 195.73 0.72 0.023 

2-Way Interaction 3 2692.37 897.46 3.32 0.087 

welding speed * voltage 1 1081.13 1081.13 4.00 0.086 

welding speed * wire feed rate 1 435.13 435.13 1.61 0.045 

voltage * wire feed rate 1 1176.12 1176.12 4.35 0.075 

Error 7 1892.55 270.36 3.55 0.634 

Lack-of-Fit 5 1892.55 378.51 3.24  

Pure Error 2 1873.32 412.11   

Total 16 7994.47    

 R2 = 0.89      R2
adj = 0.81    R2 predict = 0.93 

 

Table 5. ANOVA for the mechanical properties model.
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Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-Value P-Value 

Model 9 61.2878 6.8098 2.33 0.039 

Linear 3 23.3707 7.7902 2.66 0.029 

welding speed 1 1.1983 1.1983 0.41 0.043 

voltage 1 13.1656 13.1656 4.50 0.072 

wire feed rate 1 9.0068 9.0068 3.08 0.023 

Square 3 21.5421 7.1807 2.45 0.048 

welding speed * welding speed 1 0.0767 0.0767 0.03 0.076 

voltage * voltage 1 0.0767 0.0767 0.03 0.076 

wire feed rate * wire feed rate 1 19.6410 19.6410 1.71 0.036 

2-Way Interaction 3 16.3750 5.4583 1.87 0.024 

welding speed * voltage 1 0.1250 0.1250 0.04 0.051 

welding speed * wire feed rate 1 1.1250 1.1250 0.38 0.055 

voltage * wire feed rate 1 15.1250 15.1250 1.17 0.057 

Error 7 20.4770 2.9253 1.11 0.636 

Lack-of-Fit 5 20.4770 4.0954 1.37  

Pure Error 2 21.3281 4.9917   

Total 16 81.7647    

 R2 = 0.88          R2
adj = 0.92      R2 predict = 0.98 

 

Table 6. ANOVA for hardness model.

Fig. 3. 3D surface plot for mechanical properties.
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is required. Therefore, the interaction of three-factors on 
the mechanical properties and hardness was investigated. 
Fig 5 shows the 3D plots of the objective response to dif-
ferent variables. The experimental results show that the 
three design variables have a significant impact on actual 
performance. As shown in Fig 5, when mechanical prop-
erties are constant, the objective function voltage first 
decreases and then increases with the increase of voltage 
and wire feed rate.

The interactions mean of mechanical properties 
in Fig 4 show that the three primary parameters in the 
DoE are chosen correctly and they affect each other a 
lot. The results shown in each parameters are as fol-
lows: welding speed and voltage have an extreme point, 
but the opposite has been done in the wire feeding 
rate.

For better grain growth and optimal bonding, the 
maximum weld penetration depth in the SUH 310S steel 

Fig. 4. Results mean of mechanical properties of optimization 
in RSM method.

Fig. 5. 3D surface plot for hardness.
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• According to the validation test of the optimization, 
we find that the optimization has a level of reliability 
response.

• ANOVA results for the mechanical properties model 
are: R2 = 0.89, R2 (adj) = 0.81, and R2 (predict) = 
0.93, respectively.

• ANOVA results for the hardness model are: R2 = 
0.88, R2 (adj) = 0.92, and R2 (predict) = 0.98, respec-
tively.

• The results of optimizing the input parameters are 
voltage values of 17 volts, wire feed rate of 210 cm/
min, and welding speed of 250 mm/min. The desir-
ability model is equal to 0.953.
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The interactions mean of hardness in Fig 6 shows that 
the three main parameters in the DoE are chosen correct-
ly and they affect each other a lot. The results shown in 
each parameters are as follows: welding speed and volt-
age have a linear effect.

In this research, in addition to modeling the output 
parameters, optimization of the parameters of voltage, 
welding speed and wire feed rate concerning max model 
the mechanical properties and hardness with the Minitab 
software and RSM method are obtained. Table 7 shows 
the results of optimizing the input parameters. Voltage 
values of 17 volts, wire feed rate of 210 cm/min and 
welding speed of 250 mm/min. The desirability model 
value of 0.953 optimization result. The error rate is re-
ported to be less than 0.1% and indicates that the optimi-
zation parameters are acceptable.

5. Conclusions

In this research, mechanical properties and hardness 
were investigated according to the parameters of the gas 
metal arc welding (GMAW) process. Input parameters 
including; voltage, welding speed, and wire feeding rate 
are modeled using response surface methodology (RSM) 
methods and the model's accuracy is measured by stan-
dard statistical measures.
• According to the P-value value in the analysis of 

variance (S/N) tables, we find that modeling by the 
RSM method has desirability.

 Welding speed Voltage Wire feed rate Mechanical properties Hardness 

Importance ***** *** * *** *** 

Real-Predict 250 17 210 676.331 88.9902 

 

Fig. 6. Results mean of hardness of optimization in 
RSM method.

Table 7. Optimization of influential factors with the accuracy of the 
proposed model.
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Failure Modes Analysis System in Casting Parts by PFMEA Method

Abstract

Improving the level of quality of products and services provided by companies is the first and main fac-
tor of development to get a major market share. In this regard, the failure mode and effects analysis are an effec-
tive method to improve the quality and reduce waste in products. To eliminate the existing defects, especial-
ly melt run out from the casting molds, the analysis of potential failure modes by multiplication of three numbers  
1-intensity2- occurrence and 3- detect probablity was estimated. The results of the study showed that to reduce the melt 
run out defect, the most important potential for failure is the lack of skills and experience of personnel in assembly, 
inadequate quality of raw materials, non-compliance with continuous molding process with a risk priority number of 
300,400,450, respectively. Continuous training, preparation of a checklist for input items and controlling the molding 
continuity reduced waste run outs defect by 70%.

Keywords: Failure Effects, Melting Run Out, PFMEA.
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1. Introduction

Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) is an engi-
neering technique which is widely used to design, iden-
tify, classify, analyze potential or known problems and 
failures in a system, process, or service before it reaches 
the customer; It provides a framework for analyzing the 
cause and effect of potential product failures [1]. The pur-
pose of FMEA in a process or product is to prevent the 
failure before the mass production to identify the poten-
tial defects in the process. FMEA reduces the costs by 
optimizing processes, continual improvement and correc-
tive and preventive action [2]. Efforts to prevent failures 
during the production and development of products and 
processes, as well as failures prediction and finding the 

least costly way to prevent failures are the main goals 
of using this method. In other words, FMEA is a pro-
cess failure analysis method that tries to maximize the 
potential hazards in the area where the production pro-
cess takes place and scores it based on a specific mech-
anism [2].

 The results of the research conducted by the Fraun-
hofer Institute in 2011, which surveyed 180 manufactur-
ing companies, show that FMEA is a method which often 
used in these companies. In this survey, 60.3 percent of 
the companies use the common FMEA method, and 52.5 
percent of the risks are assessed in workshops and team 
meetings. Also, the methods of Design Review Based on 
Failure Mode (DRBFM) (9.5 percent) and Failure Tree 
Analysis (FTA)  (7.3 percent) have been used less in risk 
analysis [4].

In FMEA, the goal is failure mode and analysis of its 
effects on products and processes during the initial stages 
of development in the case of potential failure and initi-
ation of measures to prevent failure through integrated 
risk analysis. As a result, FMEA reduces development 
time and costs, while the increase in quality will result in 
the reduction of product defects; Therefore, FMEA is a 
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mold assembly with quadrangular machined grooves, 
where the ceramic gating system is embedded inside the 
grooves, from 5 locations:
A- From below the base plate (A).
B-from the gap between base plate and the ingot mold 
(B).
C- from the gap of the in ingot mold that is usually one 
peice ( therefore weak probability of run out), (C).
D- Among the ingot mold and cope molding box (D).
E- From the junction of the pouring basin and ceramic 
gating system(E).

In the  sand molds where the main gating system is 
connected to the mold by means of ceramic tubes, the 
following items are added to it in addition to the above 
items:
G- Run out of the melt from the ceramic tube joints (M).
H- Run out of the melt from the ceramic tubes (N). 

In permanent molds for roll manufacturing that   by 
assembling one or more round  cast iron metal molds on 
top of each other, there is also the possibility of melt run  
out from these locations:
H- Among the gaps between  assembled  metallic molds (P).
I-from gaps between sand molding box and metallic chill 
molds (R).

In all molds, the entry of melt into the mold space 
(melt penetration into the mold space) is also called a 
type of melt run out from the mold, and this possibility is 
intensified in three areas:
J- under the coreprint (F).
K- From the gap of cope box (G).
L- From the cope box to reinforcing bars  (H).
M- melt run out  to the core, as a result of transverse crack-
ing of the of core or the presence of volatile substanc-
es such as foam inside the core (very low probability).
N- melt run out to  gas vents in molding box.

After identifying the most important causes of the 
defect through the priority risk number, current controls 
were identified and future actions were presented by 
team members (Figure 2). The obtained data were ana-
lyzed after plotting the graphs (Figure 3).

valuable tool for risk management. Common arguments 
against FMEA are the high costs of implementation, the 
impact of mental perceptions and the difficult interpreta-
tion of the number of risk priority number (RPN), which 
will not be considered as an absolute level for risk. Also, 
it is not possible to determine the financial risk based on 
the priority number of risks; Therefore, the only appli-
cation of FMEA is a quantitative determination of risk 
objectives and is not a solution to eliminate the causes 
of failure; But it allows the systematic and organized 
collection of explicit and implicit knowledge about the 
probability of failure. In the framework of FMEA, the 
risk analysis begins from the partial system stage and a 
list of ordered failure cases and the effect of those failure 
cases is analyzed by calculating an index called the RPN. 
Also, this method has been used in the field of project 
management, and finally, the use of this method has led 
to the reduction of project costs [4,5].

In this regard, one of the process defects with high 
reproducibility was selected and its causes were studied 
by the above method.

2. Method

Many studies have been done to analyze the modes 
and effects of failure. According to the FMEA topics, the 
aim of the research was to analyze the failure modes and 
effects in the production process which was the melt run 
out, in different parts of the assembled mold being melted 
in all cast parts with tonnage above five tons and by static 
casting method. 

The flow of melt from the inside of the mold to the 
outside, during pouring is defined as the melt run out. 
According to the variety of molds and the different mold-
ing processes and the type of related equipment and 
assembly tools, different places for melt run out can be 
predicted. Therefore, in the following, different molding 
process with different molding methods will be examined 
in regard of the location of the run out defect (Figure 1).

There is a possibility of melt run out in an ingot 

Fig. 1. Most Probably Melt Run Out Positions In Different Molding Processes.
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Unloading Melting Assembly Molding Making a composition of 
molding 

Fig. 2. workflow process form. 

Fig. 3. Fishbone diagram related to melting run-out fault.
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them. The following tables provide qualitative scales 
on these three common indices. The probability of 
occurrence also determines the frequency a potential 
cause or mechanism of danger occurs. It is only by 
eliminating or reducing the causes or mechanisms of 
each hazard that can be hoped to reduce the number 
of events (Table 2). Risk detection probability (de-
tect) is the detection probability of an assessment 
from the point of capability that identifies a cause or 
mechanism of occurrence of a hazard; In other words, 
the possibility of discovering the capability to detect 
danger before it occurs (Table 3).

The production process in three stages of molding, 
assembly and melting, were identified and consid-
ered to investigate the potential causes of the melting 
run out process. In the next step, identifying failure 
modes using customer feedback, defect reports ob-
served in manufactured products, and performing a 
brain storming  to identify potential failure modes 
were considered and registered in the relevant form. 
In this method, the evaluation team evaluated three 
indices of severity (Table 1), the probability of oc-
currence and the capability to detect for each failure, 
and then a number between 1 and 10 was assigned to 

Ranking 
/ impact 
factor 

 
Impact on the 

internal process Example / Description Impact on the customer 
process Example / Description 

1 no effect fastener difference in 
size of 3 to 5 cm no effect 

Subsurface defects in 
areas of the part that 

are not affecting 
application of part 

2 

Like the process 
goes on by spending 

time and without 
much change. 

High temperature when 
casting unbreakable 

cast iron 

The part works and there 
is no possibility for the 

customer 

Improper structure in 
some cast iron grades 

3 
The process 

continues with 
minor repairs 

Staining while molding 
The part works and there 

is a possibility of fault 
detection for the customer 

Welding repair on 
non-critical location 
of casting parts and 

surface defects 

4 
A part of the 

process needs to be 
reworked  

The color of the mold 
must be repainted 

The part works and the 
defect can be solved by 

the customer 

Blistering or 
sandblasting in 

invisible places of 
parts 

5 
The part can be sent 
with major repairs 

and rework. 
Welding the part The part works with lower 

efficiency Low strength 

6 
The part runs into 
problem in casting 
by the melt run-out 

small explosion inside 
mold 

The part works with lower 
efficiency and the 

customer is dissatisfied 

Welding repair of 
parts 

7 The piece is lost in 
the casting stage crack after evacuation 

The part works with lower 
efficiency and causes 

severe customer 
dissatisfaction 

Dislodging of ingot 
mold inner surface by 

melt 

8 
The part is lost 

without any loss of 
life 

melt run-out or 
reduction of melt 

volume inside the mold 
due to penetration into 

the mold 

The melt runs out from the 
ingot and the plates and 
can be remanufactured. 

Washing and erosion 
of ingot mold base or 

bare plate by melt   

9 
The part is lost and 

the equipment is 
damaged 

high melt run-out or 
high tonnage 

The part is lost and causes 
damage and stops the 

customer's production line 

Ingot mold cracking 
and melt run-out and 
destruction of base 
plate and trumpet 

10 The part is lost and 
there is a loss of life Mold explosion 

The part is lost and causes 
the customer's production 

line to stop 

Ingot mold breaking 
during pouring and 

severely melt run-out  
 

Table 1. Form related to the severity of potential failure mode effect.
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Ranking / 
impact 
factor 

occurrence 

occurrence Example / Description 

10 Over 50% Very high occurrence / rejecting of 7 pieces out of 10 

9 Over 20% Very high occurrence / rejecting of 4 pieces out of 10 

8 Over 15% Very high occurrence/ rejecting of 3 pieces out of 10 

7 Over 10% Very high occurrence / rejecting of 2 pieces out of 10 

6 Over 7% moderate occurrence and waste / 1 out of 10 parts 

5 Over 5% Moderate occurrence / rejecting of 4 pieces out of 10 

4 Over 3% Low occurrence / rejecting of 3 pieces out of 10 

3 Over 1% Low occurrence and waste with rework/ rejecting of 2 pieces out of 
10 

2 Over 0.001% Low occurrence / rejecting of 1 piece out of 10 

1 Less than 0.001% Rare occurrence with little surface defects, rejecting of 3 pieces out of 
10 

 

Ranking 
/ impact 
factor 

detection 

occurrence Example / Description 

1 There are definite controls for defect 
detection. Loss of the part due to melt run-out 

2 It can be detected by visual inspections / (it 
is detectable) Loss of the part due to melting run-out 

3 It can be detected by visual inspections / (it 
is detectable) 

surface defects as sand burning and surface cracks 
and fines 

4 It can be detected by visual inspections / (it 
is detectable) Surface cracks and voids that revealed after grinding 

5 It can be detected by visual inspections / (it 
appears after casting) Surface shrinkage draws 

6 There are special tools for detection / can be 
detected by testing 

Voids in casting parts due chemical analysis fault 
after determination by remelt 

7 Requires special non-routine tests / can be 
possibly detected Tensile strength or ultrasonic testing as necessary 

8 
It is recognizable, but it is not seen in the 

initial examinations / it appears in the turning 
phase 

Inside voids that revealed after machining 

9 
Cannot be identified or not checked / will be 

identified by customer inspections at the 
post-delivery stage 

Subsurface cracks that are identified after machining 

10 
Unrecognizable / will definitely not be 
discovered and will be identified during 

operation 
Cracking and failure of ingot mold during pouring 

 

Table 2. Form related to the probability of occurrence of potential failure modes.

Table 3. Form related to the possibility of detect of potential failure modes.
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number of high-process RPNs are considered to examine 
the high-risk process [1, 3, 6].

3. Discussion 
3.1. Summary, potential modes of failure

The result of the RPN in three stages of molding, as-
sembly and casting is presented in the diagram below to 
obtain the critical points (Diagram 1).

3.2. Determine the Acceptable Risk

In the method used in this research, the risk criterion 
number has been used for the acceptable point of risk. 
Risk criteria is an index for separating acceptable and 
unacceptable risk. A failure whose RPN number is more 
than the risk criteria is unacceptable and will be accept-
able if it is less than the risk criteria. To determine the risk 
criteria, a scatter diagram was drawn for each component 
of the device based on the RPN number and the critical 
point of that component. According to the diagram, the 
first point that is placed in critical point 3 is the risk cri-
teria for the process.

3.3. Define the Critical Point 

In the ranking of factors, from the number 6 and 
above, the effect has the probability of occurrence of 
waste in the state of failure, then this number is chosen 
as the basis of the criticality of the factors in this research 
[9,10].

The basis of analysis in FMEA technique is calcu-
lating the multiplication of the values of these three in-
dices for each failure mode; In this way the risk priority 
number (RPN) of the failure mode is obtained. To de-
termine the weight of the considered risks, the severity 
(S), occurrence (O) and detect or detection (D) have been 
evaluated. Higher-numbered failures are a priority, and 
the assessment team must first analyze the higher-priority 
failures. In the mentioned questionnaire, the colleagues 
were asked to assign a number from very low to very high 
for each of the effective cases in melting: intensity, oc-
currence and detect. The value of RPN for each index is:

RPN = S × O × D                                             Eq. (1)

In this relation, RPN = risk priority number, D = de-
tection, O = occurrence and S = severity [1]. There is an-
other new way to classify the severity or risk of failures. 
This new method, called “Area Chart”, is of particular 
importance for the severity and occurrence [1, 3, 6]. This 
chart focuses on three areas: high priority area, medium 
priority area, and low priority area.

Detection is an estimate of the control process capa-
bility that is used to diagnose the causes of design failure 
or the capability to detect faults. Occurrence indicates 
the probability of any cause of failure being determined. 
The severity of failure is an estimate of the severity of 
failure on the process. To number each of these factors, 
a summary and localization of special tables presented 
in various sources was used. Ranking is done by group 
members using the brainstorming method. Usually a 

Diagram 1. RPN potential mode of total system failure. 
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higher than 6 but the RPN number is low. In this case, it 
is necessary to take preventive actions. 

Point 3 - Critical point in which at least two of the 
three factors of the RPN number have values higher than 
6. It is clear that this point requires immediate preventive 
actions (Diagram 2 and Table 4).

Point 1- Normal point which all three factors of the 
RPN number have a number less than 6 or the RPN num-
ber is low and therefore need for preventive actions is 
not felt.

Point 2 - The semi-critical point which a maximum 
of one of the three factors of the RPN number has values 

 

row Operation 
phase 

Potential failure 
mode 

Intensity occurrence detection RPN Critical 
Points 

Needed 
measure 

1 Assembly Lack of skills and 
work experience in 

assembly 

9 5 10 450 3 Needs 
immediate 
preventive 

action 
2 Molding Inadequate quality 

of raw materials / 
lack of control of 
input materials 

8 
 

5 10 400 3 Needs 
immediate 
preventive 

action 
3 Molding Failure to observe 

continuous molding 
5 6 10 300 3 Needs 

immediate 
preventive 

action 
4 Molding Molding the out of 

molding box gating 
system 

8 4 9 288 3 Needs 
immediate 
preventive 

action 
5 Molding Lack of records and 

low work 
experience 

7 5 8 280 3 Needs 
immediate 
preventive 

action 
6 Assembly Improper weighting 9 3 10 270 3 Needs 

immediate 
preventive 

action 
7 Assembly Assembling the out 

of molding box 
gating system 

9 3 10 270 3 Needs 
immediate 
preventive 

action 

Table 4. Analysis of potential failure modes in production processes at the critical point 3.

Diagram 2. Determination of critical points. 
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tions, as well as provide tools or control methods for 
input items that have no criteria for entering the line. 

• Controlling the mechanized molding machine , plac-
ing a continuous technical expert next to the molding 
system to eliminate possible defects in a timely man-
ner, reviewing the designs made in the appropriate 
gating system, and using gating systems inside mold-
ing box and application of standard weights for the 
production line were some decisions that were made 
.At the end by permanent control of an expert on sand 
mixer working process the problem due to mixer and 
sand quality that caused run out defect considerably 
reduced .
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3.4. Proposed Actions

After prioritizing failure modes based on RPN num-
ber, corrective and preventive actions should first focus 
on priority and critical cases. The intention of any pro-
posed action must be to reduce the number of at least one 
of the three cases of "occurrence", "severity" and "detec-
tion". All the proposed actions in the study were defined 
for potential failure modes that have a critical point of 3.

3.5. Recommendations 

After determining the corrective and preventive ac-
tions, the person responsible for its execution and the 
time required to perform it were also determined. To do 
this, the following recommendations are presented as 
corrective and preventive actions. 
A- Immediate training for personnel (defects  training 
class for personnel)
B- Performing specialized training at the beginning of 
employment for semi-skilled technical workers in the 
production line by the technology unit
C- Using the monitor to monitor the drawings and in-
structions on a daily basis and with the plan for the pro-
duction line
D- Examining the  gating system designs in different 
parts that use double-sprue design and revising them to 
single-sprue gating system design

4. Conclusions

After performing all the initial phases of FMEA, the 
following results were obtained to reduce the losses in 
the run-out process in three points of critical (point 3), 
semi-critical (point 2) and insensitive (point 1):
• The highest RPN is related to lack of skill and expe-

rience of personnel in assembly, inadequate quality 
of raw materials, non-compliance with continuous 
molding, molding of out-of-box gating system, low 
staff experience and improper weighting, with RPN 
number 270, 270,280,288,300,400,450, respectively 
which also included critical points. For solving this 
problem we decide to more experienced molding 
workers and as a result the severity of problem due to 
this matter considerably reduced. 

•  According to the obtained results, it was decided that 
the training of casting defects in the production line 
for the executive personnel should be in the forefront.
By this action and after evaluating the results the run 
out problem reduced considerably.

• It was also decided to be on the agenda the checklist 
of input items affecting the direct quality of parts pro-
duction, and review the quality specifications of the 
input and, if necessary, adding the technical specifica-
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Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Service-Exposed HP-MA 
Heat-Resistant Steel Tube, Used in Cracking Furnaces

Cracking tubes as the main part of an olefin unit, are exposed to very harsh working conditions at both outer 
and inner surfaces, associated with major microstructural changes during service. Carburization, oxidation, 
alloying elements depletion, carbide coarsening, and secondary carbide formations are common phenomena, 
expected to take place in cracking tubes. This research tries to experimentally investigate the implications of 
cracking service exposure on microstructure and mechanical properties of the service-exposed HP-MA crack-
ing tubes. In this regard, two tube samples after 20000 and 45000 h service at approximately 900 °C were 
selected. Microstructure degradation at the inner and outer surfaces of the tubes and their mid-thickness were 
investigated with optical and electron microscopes. By microstructural characteristics of both tube samples, it 
was concluded that in the 45,000-hour sample, which was more exposed to carbon, the number of secondary 
carbides formed on the outer surface was higher. Hardness variation across the thickness was also measured 
for both tubes and according to the results, in total thickness of the 45,000-hour sample, the hardness was 
more than the 20,000-hour specimen.

Keywords: Carburization, Cracking Tubes; Heat-resistant steels; HP-MA steel; Oxidation.
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1. Introduction

Cracking furnaces are the main part of an olefin unit, 
in which valuable products such as ethylene are pro-
duced, through a cracking chemical reaction [1]. The 
heat generated to perform the thermal cracking pro-
cess is radiated to the outer surface of cracking tubes in 
which the feed is passing by. Heat resistant cast steels 
are used as coils and tubes in cracking furnaces, as they 
have excellent high temperature corrosion resistance, 
oxidation resistance and high temperature creep strength 

[2-5]. These steels are constantly subjected to the pro-
cess of decoking and on/off cycles and exposed to very 
harsh working conditions such as high temperatures and 
existence of oxidizing, nitriding and carburizing agents 
and atmospheres. Also, the operating temperature of 
these tubes varies from 800-1100 °C. [6-10]. Heat re-
sistant cast steels are austenitic alloys, contain large 
amounts of carbide-forming elements in their chemical 
analyses, providing the room for the formation of sig-
nificant amounts of uniformly distributed primary and 
secondary inter-dendritic carbides [11-14]. The optimal 
life of cracking tubes is approximately 100,000 hours if 
they are exposed to a temperature of 900 °C. However, 
it is known that oxidation and carburization reactions in 
cracking furnaces take place rather early, typically after 
10,000 hours of operation, increasing the tubes' length 
and reducing their weldability [15]. This is associated 
with some major microstructural changes and deteriora-
tion of mechanical properties. Initially, the presence of 
chromium oxide layer at the surface of the tubes prevents 
the inter-diffusion of carbon towards the bulk of tubes. 
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the tube is given in Table 1. 
The cross section of the samples was grounded 

with silicon carbide grinding papers of 80 to 1200 and 
then polished with 0.1 micron alumina particles. In 
addition, H2O/HF/HNO3 etching solution according to 
NACE TM0498 standard was used to prepare samples 
for metallographic examinations. The cross sections of 
the samples were also investigated by scanning elec-
tron microscope at different magnifications. Also, the 
inner edge, the middle region and the outer edge, were 
examined by chemical analysis. Vickers microhardness 
profilometry was carried out by applying 1 kg force 
on the cross section of the specimens at distances of 
about 1 mm from the inner to the outer surface of the 
tube.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows microstructure of the as-cast heat-re-
sistant specimen, before service exposure. In the image 
taken from the cross section of the sample, austenitic 
background and primary skeletal M23C6 carbides at grain 
boundaries, where M comprises Fe and Cr, can be seen.

Fig. 2 depicts EDS analyses of different phases in the 
as-cast specimen. The white phase in this structure is rich 
in Nb, which can be concluded it is a niobium carbide 
phase. The grayish phase, on the other hand, is rich in 
chromium, inferring that this phase is a chromium car-
bide phase.

Over time, the oxide layer is damaged, resulting in the 
oxygen and carbon penetrations into the tubes. The dif-
fusion of the former with high temperature oxidation, 
while the latter phenomenon causes carburization. Car-
burization is accompanied by the formation of secondary 
carbides and degradation of primary carbides. The effect 
of carburizing on the tubes can be represented by a con-
tinuous carbide network formed on the grain boundaries 
at elevated temperatures, which may be a favorable site 
for crack growth and imposes the risk of creep degrada-
tion and deterioration of ductility at high temperatures. 
Although some negative aspects of carburization are 
known, not much is known about how microstructure is 
evolved during carburizing service condition. This re-
search tries to methodically investigate the implications 
of carburization for the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of service-exposed cracking tubes. 

2. Materials and Methods

The microstructure and mechanical properties of ser-
vice-exposed G4852-Micro steels, also known as HP-MA 
steels (which were prepared by centrifugal casting), with 
the thickness of 10 mm, were investigated in this study. 
In this regard, tube samples were taken from cracking 
tubes after 20000 and 45000 hours service exposure in 
the temperature range of 900-950 °C. Samples were cut 
from aged tubes to analyze the mechanical properties 
and to perform various tests. Chemical composition of 

 

Ti Nb Mo Mn Si S P Cr Ni C Sample 

0.008 0.9 0.1 1.0 0.9 0.01 0.015 26.3 35.0 0.4 Service-Exposed 
Tube  

- 0.50 
–1.50 

0.50 
max 

0.50 
–1.50 

0.50 
– 
1.50 

0.03 
max 

0.03 
max 

24.0 
– 
27.0 

34.0 
– 
37.0 

0.38 
–0.45 ASTM A 608-20 

Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated tube.

Fig. 1. Typical SEM micrograph of as-cast HP-MA alloy.
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layer at both sides contains large blocky shaped islands 
of black/grayish phases. Moreover, the surface layer ap-
pears to be lean in carbide phases. One can also notice 
that moving towards the outer surfaces, number of fine 
secondary carbide particles (M7C3 and M23C6 secondary 
carbides) increases. It is known that the outer surface is 
more exposed to carbon, resulting in the penetration and 
diffusion of carbon towards the bulk of the tube. This, 
in turn, is associated with the conversion of primary 

Figs. 3 to 7 show microstructures and EDS chemical 
analyses of different phases at the inner, the middle and 
the outer surfaces of aged tubes after 20000 and 45000 
hours of service exposure, which are shown from the 
outer surface towards the inner surface, respectively. As 
can be seen, both the inner and outer surfaces are heavi-
ly influenced by the service exposure, with the thickness 
of influenced surface layer being larger for the 45000 
hours service exposed specimen. The influenced surface 

 

 

 
 Fig. 2. EDS analyses of different phases: the matrix, the white phase and the grayish phase in the as-cast structure.
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sibly has to do with the difference in the diffusion rates of 
Cr and Si. This mentioned service-originated Cr-rich oxide 
layer is typically very porous and in some areas it is further 
developed to the bulk of the alloy. As a result, the diffusion 
of carbon into the structure becomes easier, resulting in the 
carbide coarsening and formation of secondary carbides. The 
former phenomenon leads to a decrease in high temperature 
mechanical properties, more specifically creep resistance. 
The penetration of carbon into the substrate is associated 
with carburization, and therefore matrix hardening. In order 
to regenerate the degraded Cr2O3 layer, the existing chromi-
um in the matrix diffuses towards the surface, resulting in the 
formation of Cr-depleted areas near the surface. On the other 
hand, inside the tubes, there is oxygen that has penetrated 
into the structure and formed dark oxides, which are shown 
in the inner surface images of the samples. For the sample 
with 20000 hours service life, this surface layer has a thick-
ness of 250 µm, while in sample with 45000 hours service 
life, this thickness has increased to 450 µm. 

M23C6 carbides to M7C3 carbides and formation of new-
ly-formed fine carbide particles [15].

Figs. 5 and 6 depicts SEM micrographs of aged samples, 
after 20000 and 45000 hours of service. Again, these micro-
graphs show how the structure at both inner/outer surfaces 
are degraded. In fact, the protective layer of chromium oxide 
(Cr2O3) on the surface is an extremely important feature of 
this alloy, as it prevents the penetration of oxygen and car-
bon and other harmful elements towards the bulk structure. 
It appears that service exposure has severely degraded the 
mentioned protective layer, meaning that the surface struc-
ture can no longer resist the penetration of carbon. The fact 
that Si-rich oxide phases (black phases, see Fig. 7a) have 
been formed is an indication that the surface and internal 
oxidation reactions have become active at the early stage of 
service and operations. EDS results show that while Si-rich 
oxides are more formed further away from the surface, Cr-
rich oxide phases (grayish phase, see Fig. 7b) are observed 
as a rather thick and porous layer at the surface. This pos-
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Fig. 3. Typical optical microscope images of the sample after 20,000 hours of service.

Fig. 4. Typical optical microscope images of the sample used after 45,000 hours of service.  

Fig. 5. SEM microscope images of the sample after 20,000 hours of service.

Fig. 6. SEM microscope images of the sample after 45,000 hours of service.
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a) 

b) 

c) 

Fig. 7. EDS analyses of a) black phase, b) grayish phase, and c) the matrix in aged samples.
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oxygen layer is seen at both surfaces. Also, it is seen 
that the segregation of Mn and Cr towards the surface 
is more pronounced at the outer surface, which has to do 
with more aggressive environment at the outer side of 
tubes. A heavily depleted Cr/Mn zone is also visible at 
the outer surface of the tubes. Another noticeable differ-
ence between the outer and the inner surface of the tubes, 
is morphology of silicon oxide phase. A distribution of 
rather fine globular silicon oxide particles are observed 
at the outer surface of tubes, while that is not seen in the 
inner surface.

Fig. 8 depicts macro images of the cross-section of 
the tube after 20000 and 45000 hours of service. The col-
or difference is attributable to the carburized layer. The 
lighter area is the carburized layer. Fig. 8 shows that the 
higher the ageing time, this thicker is the carburized layer 
is, such a way that in 45000-hour aged specimen, almost 
70% of the total thickness is carburized.

Figs. 9 and 10 depict elemental mapping at the in-
ner and outer surfaces of the 20000-hour aged specimen, 
respectively. It appears that both the inner and the out-
er surfaces are heavily influenced by oxygen, as a thick 
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 Fig. 8. Macro images of aged tubes, after a) 20000 hours and b) 45000 hours of service exposure. 
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Fig. 9. Elemental mapping at the inner surface of the 20000-hours aged tube sample.

Fig. 10. Elemental mapping at the outer surface of the 20000-hours aged tube sample.
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these oxide phases are rarely formed. In addition, because the 
inner surface of the tube is more exposed to carburizing gas-
es, chromium, in particular, has a strong tendency to react with 
carbon and secondary carbides are formed in the structure. Due 
to the presence of oxygen in the furnace atmosphere, it can eas-
ily penetrate into the surface of the tubes and oxide phases are 
formed on the outer surfaces. Since around these oxide phases, 
it is a suitable place for formation of micro cracks, and network 
and continuous carbides have changed to separated carbides at 
a microscopic scale, according to the images, it can be conclud-
ed that oxide particles at the surface are preferential sites for 
the nucleation of micro-cracks. An example of a micro-crack, 
formed at the end of an oxide island is represented in Fig. 13. 
The micro-crack in this case is roughly 200 µm.

Figs. 11 and 12 depict elemental mapping at the inner and 
outer surfaces of the 45000-hour aged tube specimen, respec-
tively. It is seen that longer service exposure from 20000 to 
45000 hours is associated with the extension of surface-influ-
enced layer. For example, the thickness of oxygen-rich layer at 
the inner surface has increased to values over 1000 µm after 
45000 hours of service, while that in the 20000 hours exposed 
tube is roughly 200 µm. A comparatively more extensive Cr/
Mn-segregated and depleted zones are also noticeable in this 
sample. 

The formation of oxides at the inner/outer surfaces of tube 
samples, leads to the depletion of elements such as chromium 
and silicon compared to the middle thickness, which causes a 
decrease in oxidation resistance, while in the middle thickness, 
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Fig. 11. Elemental mapping at the inner surface of the 45000 hours aged tube sample.

Fig. 12. Elemental mapping at the outer surface of the 45000 hours aged tube sample.

Fig. 13. Micro-cracks, formed at the inner surface of service-exposed tube.
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Summary

According to this study, it can be concluded that the 
causes of degradation of alloy steel used in ethylene crack-
ing tubes in petrochemical industry was severe carburiza-
tion and oxidation. Two tube samples were examined in this 
investigation: one with service exposure of 20,000 hours 
and the other after 45,000 hours of service. The investigat-
ed tubes had several microstructural characteristics. In this 
regard, the inner and outer surfaces of the investigated tube 
samples were exposed to severe oxidation and depletion of 
chromium and manganese. In addition, carbide particles for 
the 45,000 hours aged sample were coarser in appearance. 
Eventually, these continuous and lattice carbides were dis-
persed, forming suitable locations for initiation of micro 
cracks; and cracks are expected to form in the samples. As 
these micro cracks grow, the tube could eventually fail.
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Investigating the contribution of wear caused by impact and abrasion in semi 
autogenous grinding mills

Abstract

Milling is one of the most important operational stages in steel and copper processing. Liners and lifters are 
used inside mill to extend their life and to enhance the grinding and crushing efficiency. The wear of lifters is 
influenced by a range of parameters such as: media charge level and mill speed. In this work, the researcher 
used a pilot mill of 1m diameter and 0.5m length to investigate the influences of ball filling and the mill speed 
on the impact wear of lifters under wet condition. The contribution of impact wear and abrasive wear from the 
total wear was investigated with new mechanical test method. A copper ore smaller than one inch was used to 
prepare slurry at 60% solids concentration of mass and slurry filling U=1. The ball filling is 10%, 20% and 
30% of mill volume at different mill speeds from 60% to 100% of the critical speed. It was found that while 
there is an increase in ball filling the wear impact decreases. The wear rate was maximum when the mill speed 
varied between 80% and 90% of the critical speed. To find out the role of impact on the wear, a mechanism 
was devised and installed on the pilot mill to prevent the cascade motion.
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1. Introduction

Milling is one of the most important operational 
stages in processing the minerals. Ball mills and semi 
autogenous grinding (SAG) mills are of the common 
types. SAG mills include a rotary cylindrical pipe that 
made of steel plates. Inside a mill, materials change from 
large dimensions into small due to impact and abrasion 
processes. For wear protection, the inner surface of the 
mill is covered by liner. The wear of lifters/liners has 
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dramatic effects on the mill performance due to the loss 
of lifting. Also the replacement of the worn lifters takes a 
long time. Besides, unsystematic breakage and the lifters 
replacement would cause several undesirable downtime 
of the mill. Therefore, the recognition of the effective 
parameters on the wear may improve the efficiency of 
the mill [1-3]. The mechanism (or processes) of wear 
is in five categories; adhesive wear, abrasive wear, sur-
face fatigue, fretting wear and erosive wear [4-7]. Also, 
it should be noted that the impact wear (type of erosive 
wear) happens particularly in the SAG mills. Fig.1 shows 
the exterior view and interior view of a SAG mill. Fig.2 
shows the load behavior in a wet SAG mill.

To predict the lifter/liner wear, different methods have 
been proposed. To anticipate the lifters wear, Radzisze-
wski [9] suggested a correlation with laboratory data. 
Cleary have explained how the Discrete Element Method 
(DEM) could be used for the wear prediction [10]. The 
wear of lifter profiles in dry coal grinding mills was stud-
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on lifter wear, were investigated [20, 21]. It is important 
to note that a few studies have been published for the as-
sessment of wear of lifters in tumbling mills under the wet 
condition and available data in this area are rather limited 
and scarce [22, 23]. However, some articles reported ex-
perimental results of impact forces, slurry concentration 
and slurry filling on the wear of lifters in tumbling mills 
[8, 24]. The impact wear and abrasive wear of lifters in dry 
SAG mill were studied experimentally by Bahiraei in his 
master thesis [25].

The previous works reported that the wear impact pro-
vides a negligible contribution to the wear of lifters in SAG 
mills. Hence, it was proposed that abrasion wear provides 
the prime contribution to the lifter wear in tumbling mills. 
Therefore, in this study, abrasive wear and the effect of the 
impact forces are considered. The wear of lifters in this work 
is due to a combination of corrosion, impact and abrasive 
wear. To find the contribution of wear due to impact and 
abrasion a mechanism was devised and installed on the pi-
lot mill to prevent the cascade motion under wet condition. 

ied by Kalala et al. [11]. In order to measure the mass 
loss due to the wear in a real SAG mill, Banisi, Yahy-
aei and Hadizadeh [12, 13] employed a mechanical lifter 
wear monitor. Moreover, Radziszewski has proposed an 
equation for mass loss in a tumbling mill [14]. In order to 
examine the forces in the mill charge region, a theoreti-
cal model was exploited by Rezaeizadeh et al. [15]. They 
employed the DEM model to compute the balls velocity 
profile in the mill.

In another work carried out by Rezaeizadeh et al. [16], 
an experimental mill with the possibility of working under 
both dry and wet conditions was exploited to investigate 
the influence of mill speed, ball filling, size of ore and the 
material of the lifters on the wear. Also, they studied the 
distribution of particles in the mill using DEM. They found 
that the effect of impact in the toe region is higher on the 
liner wear [17]. In addition, Teeria [18] studied the wear 
impact of different materials. The effect of lifter wear on 
the load behavior of an industrial dry tumbling mill [19], 
and then the effect of lifter shape and number of lifters 

Fig. 1. Exterior view and interior view of a SAG mill [2].

Fig. 2. Definition of the load behavior in a wet tumbling mill [8].
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where balls will not fall away from the mill's shell. The 
applied speeds to this study were 60%, 70%, 80%, 90% 
and 100% of the critical speed. In Table 1, the mill char-
acteristics and grinding conditions are listed.

To find out the role of the wear occurred because of 
impact and abrasion a mechanism was invented (Fig. 
3). This device was installed on the pilot SAG mill to 
prevent the cascade movement under the wet condition. 
This device can be adjusted to different angles for var-
ious speeds to the specified direction. The device con-
sists of a curved plate which was connected through a 
shaft to a fixed anchor out of the mill. To adjust the 
angular position of the curved plate, a scaled plate was 
employed.

2. Materials and Methodology 

A schematic view of the experimental pilot mill 
is illustrated in Fig. 3. In the rig, there are 15 lifters 
with 50mm height and face angle of 30˚. In the present 
work, the combination of the balls (40% of the balls 
with 60mm diameter, 40% of the balls with 40mm di-
ameter and 20% of the balls with 25mm diameter) was 
used as grinding media with 10%, 20% and 30% of the 
total volume of the mill. The mill motor was capable of 
adjusting its rotation up to 100% of critical speed. The 
critical speed is defined as the rotational speed where 
centrifugal forces equal gravitational forces at inside 
surface of the mill's shell. This is the rotational speed 

 

1 

 

 
 

 
Mill  

 

Diameter 1000 mm  
Length 500 mm 
Speed  25, 29, 34, 38 and 42 rpm 
Fraction of critical speed (Φc) 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1  

Lifters  

 

Number 15 
Height 50 mm 
Face angle 30 degree  
Shape Trapezoid, leg thickness 50 mm  

Grinding media  

 

Material Chrome alloy steel 

Ball diameter 40% of the balls with 60mm, 40% of the balls with 40mm, 
and 20% of the balls with 25mm diameter 

Density  7800 kg/m3 
Ball filling (Jb) 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 fraction of mill volume 
Total ball mass 176, 352 and 528 kg 

Feed  

 

Material  Copper ore  
Particle size  𝐹𝐹100 = 25.4, 𝐹𝐹80 = 12.7, 𝐹𝐹50 = 8 and 𝐹𝐹10 = 0.3𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
Ore density  2700 kg/m3 
Slurry concentration (C) 0.6 (mass fraction of solid in slurry) or 35 (vol.% solid) 
Slurry density  1610 kg/m3 
Slurry filling (U)  U=1 (as volume fraction of ball bed voidage) 

 

Fig. 3. Lateral device that installed in pilot SAG mill to prevent cascading motion.

Table 1. Mill characteristics and grinding conditions.
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of both impact and abrasion mechanisms [28].
The experiments will be performed once without the de-

vice to prevent cascading motion (to calculate the total wear) 
and once with the device (to calculate the abrasion wear). 
The difference in the value of these two tests shows the wear 
caused by impact. For each experimental condition, the mill 
is allowed to rotate for 15 minutes, and then the specimens 
are taken out from the mill to be weighted and eventually the 
rate of wear is calculated. During the experiments, the slurry 
temperature was regularly monitored and the changes were 
observed to be 20-23˚C. All experiments are repeated and in 
order to measure the experimental error, one experiment was 
repeated three times, and their variability is seen to be within 
±0.00002 1/hr at 98% confidence level.

3. Results and Discussions

In Fig. 5, contribution of wear due to impact and abrasion 
for different speeds and ball filling 10% are presented in the 
wet condition. As Fig. 5 indicated, initially with the increase 
of speed, the wear increases, then after approaching the peak 
point, the wear decreases. The pick point relies on the speeds 
range from 80% to 90% of the critical speed. When the mill 
speed increases, the shoulder of load moves up, and the fall-
ing height of particles is increased in the cascading motion 
and as a result, the materials which impacted on the toe region 
with more speed and more energy, leads to the increase of the 
impact wear. At the speeds higher than 90% of the critical 
speed, the cascade path is changed due to the lifting of shoul-
der angle and it moves toward the end of the toe. Therefore, 
the falling height, impact speed and impact force are lowered. 
Consequently, the particles and the balls have direct impact 
on the lifters, but due to the reduction of the speed, the wear 
caused by the impact is lowered. Moreover, the centrifugal 
forces are augmented as the speed got increased. As a result, 
the relative velocity between the materials and the balls in-
creases and consequently this causes the increase of the abra-
sion wear rate. 

In order to investigate the wear, the wear specimens are 
installed in two of the lifters. These lifters have special loca-
tion for the specimen placement which was able to protect 
the specimens. The specimens are mounted in a slot on the 
top of the lifters they are screwed in their place (Fig. 4). The 
specimens were made from ductile steel (120 HB). To pre-
vent the overheating and the variation of surface properties, 
during their production, cold-working processes were used. 
To improve the surface finishing, the specimens were com-
pletely polished. Also, in order to assess the effect of size and 
shape of the specimens, one of them was chosen with a larger 
size and another one with a smaller size. Since the thickness 
and density of the specimens is constant, the mass difference 
between them can be a suitable criterion for the wear mea-
surement. So, to measure the wear, the mass of specimens 
is quantified before the test by an accurate scale (GR-200) 
with the precision of 0.1mg. After the test, the specimens are 
weighted again. Using the difference between the mass be-
fore and after the test, the wear can be obtained. According to 
Eq. (1), to make the wear independent of surface and density, 
a parameter called “rate of wear” is used which states the 
ratio of mass variation to the initial mass in a given time.

Eq. (1)

The feed of the mill is copper ore smaller than 1 inch, 
which F80 and F50 of them are 1/2" and 5/16", respectively. 
The slurry concentration used in the tests was 60% (mass % 
solid). The amount of slurry is increased till the slurry volume 
becomes 1 time of the balls bed voidage. The concept of the 
slurry filling (U) in the mills was first introduced by Austin et 
al. [26]. In a pilot mill with 1m diameter, in cascading motion, 
the ball velocity rapidly approaches 4m/s and it has impacts 
at high speed in the toe region [14]. The kinetic energy of 
the balls with 60mm diameter and 0.88kg mass is approxi-
mately 7J. The energy of balls to grinding the copper ore feed 
with dimensions less than 1 inch and the average hardness is 
enough [27]. The mill grinding mechanism is a combination 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ∆𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚1∆𝑟𝑟 

 

 

1 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 4. View of the holder liner and samples used in the research.

Fig. 5. Contribution of wear due to impact and abrasion at different mill speeds for ball filling 10%. 
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tween the balls and the mill shell reduces and the balls land 
on the toe region, consequently, the impact wear decreas-
es. However, with the enhancement of the ball charge, the 
abrasive wear increases slightly with the increase of normal 
forces.

4. Conclusions

In this study, an experimental method was used to 
investigate the effects of the mill charge and mill speed 
on the wear of lifters/liners in wet condition. The wear 
specimens were installed on the top of lifters in order to 
compare the mass loss under different conditions. It was 
found that the mill speed and the ball filling remarkably 
affect the wear rate of the liner. The following remarks 
can be drawn from this study:
•           As mill charge increases the impact wear rate decreases.
•    As mill speed increases to a certain value (about 80-

90% of critical speed) the rate of impact wear in-
creases to a peak value and thereafter it decreases.

•           The contribution of impact wear and abrasive wear from 
the total wear depends on the mill speed and ball filling.

Figures 6 and 7 show contribution of wear due to impact 
and abrasion at different mill speeds for ball filling 20% and 
30%. As observed from Fig. 5 to Fig. 7, the wear rate reduc-
es when the ball filling increases. When the charge volume 
is small and the mill speed is high, the balls land upper than 
load toe and strike the lifters directly which causes the rapid 
failure and wear of them. With the rise of charge and trans-
mission of the load toe to the top, direct impact between the 
balls and the mill shell reduces and the balls land on the toe 
region, consequently the impact wear decreases. With the 
increase of ball charge, the shoulder angle remains almost 
constant while the toe height increases, thus, the balls have 
short falling height and in turn, the wear due to the impact 
is reduced. 

Contribution of impact wear and abrasive wear for dif-
ferent ball filling at 80% of critical speed is depicted in Table 
2. According to Table 2, the impact wear decreases remark-
ably with the increase of the ball filling. When the charge 
volume is small and the mill speed is high, the balls land up-
per than load toe and strike the lifters directly which causes 
the rapid failure and wear of them. With the rise of charge 
and transmission of the load toe to the top, direct impact be-

 
Total wear  Abrasive wear Impact wear Ball filling 

0.002415 1/hr 0.000668 1/hr 0.001747 1/hr Jb=10% 100% 27.66% 72.34% 
0.002008 1/hr 0.000768 1/hr 0.001240 1/hr Jb=20% 100% 38.25% 61.75% 
0.001650 1/hr 0.000855 1/hr 0.000795 1/hr Jb=30% 100% 51.82% 48.18% 

 

Fig. 6. Contribution of wear due to impact and abrasion at different mill speeds for ball filling 20%.

Fig. 7. Contribution of wear due to impact and abrasion at different mill speeds for ball filling 30%.

Table 2. Contribution of impact wear and abrasive wear for different ball filling (ΦC=0.8, U=1, C=0.6).
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Analytical and numerical instability analysis of functionally graded 
low-carbon steel

Abstract

The instability point of a material is one of the most important factors when choosing a material, as it could be 
a good representation of its formability. In this study, the instability of functionally graded materials (FGM) was 
investigated. An algorithm is proposed for predicting the instability of functionally graded low-carbon steel with 
gradient work hardening exponent (n) and strength coefficient (K). The investigated work hardening exponent and 
strength coefficient of the FGM vary through the cross-section as a function of radius. Numerical methods like 
the Simpson rule of integration were utilized to solve the equations. The mathematical and experimental results 
are compared, and it can be seen that the algorithm has a reliable consistency with the experimental results. The 
presented analysis shows that the instability of the functionally graded low-carbon steel can be predicted using the 
calculation of the average strain hardening exponent. The calculated average work hardening exponent (n ̅   ) was 
0.1095 and 0.1657 for the 550 °C and 650 °C annealed samples, respectively. The instability of more complicated 
FGMs can be predicted with the present algorithm.

Keywords: FGM, Low-carbon steel, work hardening exponent, Strength coefficient, Gradient grain size.
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1. Introduction

Improvements in material quality are made every day 
thanks to research and development efforts, but there is 
still no way to ensure that widely used materials like pure 
metals, alloys, and standard composites always maintain 
the essential characteristics required by many different 
types of machinery and equipment [1,2]. Limitations 
in using traditional homogenous materials necessitated 
the creation of new materials with contrasting properties 
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and a graded structure to fulfill the needs of applications 
caused by technological and industrial progress [3]. This 
resulted in the development of a new class of materials 
known as functionally graded materials (FGM). 

In recent years, FGMs have gained considerable at-
tention in many engineering applications. FGMs are 
considered potential structural materials for future high-
speed spacecraft, biomedical implants, power genera-
tion, and nuclear industries [4]. The phrase "functionally 
graded material" was originally used in Japan in 1984 
to describe the development and use of thermal barrier 
materials [5]. Conventional FGMs are a novel class of 
composites with no internal borders or interfacial stress 
concentrations, resulting in a continuous distribution of 
microstructure and mechanical characteristics [6]. These 
materials are also known as sophisticated engineered ma-
terials in which the properties are customized and vary 
smoothly and continuously from one surface to the other 
[7,8]. In an FGM, the composition and structure gradually 
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without generating an undesirable condition, such as 
necking [20]. According to Considère, necking occurs as 
a consequence of instability in tensile deformation when 
the sample's cross-sectional area decreases at a faster rate 
than the material strain hardens, which for homogenous 
materials Considère approved that instability occurs at 
true strain equal to the work hardening exponent of the 
material obtained from the Hollomon equation [19].  

Furthermore, in most cases, physical testing, such as 
tensile or microhardness testing, is required to measure 
the mechanical properties of materials such as function-
ally graded ones. This has some problems associated 
with it. Firstly, when doing most mechanical, the phys-
ical sample must be destroyed, which causes extra ex-
penses. Secondly, the only place these tests can provide 
accurate readings is the exact spot where they are carried 
out. Because of this, numerical simulation and computa-
tion come into play, with which you are not bounded by 
the limitations of traditional tests.

In this study, an algorithm is driven to examine the 
instability of materials with grain size distribution along 
their radius, following a change in work hardening ex-
ponent (n) and strength coefficient (K). To confirm our 
work, we utilized our algorithm on Wang's samples and 
compared our results. Similar to Qiu et al. [16] the re-
lationship between radius and work hardening exponent 
was found for the low-carbon steel samples with anneal-
ing temperatures of 550 °C and 650 °C. The relation 
between strength coefficient and radius was also found 
using the microhardness given for the samples; therefore, 
the technique was applied to model the low carbon steel 
specimens using the n and K grain size relations. 

2. Mathematical procedure

The presented algorithm originated from the expres-
sion of force as stress integration on the area where the 
force is applied. As the considered material is function-
ally graded, its flow stress will vary with its location (r). 
Additionally, each point of material during deformation 
is susceptible to metallurgical changes, and therefore its 
flow stress will vary over time. Thus, the flow stress can 
be written as a function of both radius and time as follow:

Eq. (1)

Where R is the radius of the specimen during deformation. 
The above equation is also valid for homogenous materials, 
with the main difference being that the stress is not a function 
of radius, as it is for the graded one. Furthermore, volume 
constancy can be used to understand R and the amount of 
strain as a function of time, as shown in Eqs. (2, 3).

Eq. (2)

change over volume, providing continuous graded mac-
roscopic properties [9]. The gradual changes should be 
at least in one direction, which can be in the composition 
of the material or even its microstructure like grain size 
or porosity, resulting in at least one functional change in 
properties, such as hardness, wear resistance, corrosion 
resistivity, thermal conductivity, or specific heat [9,10]. 

Because of this smooth, continuous, and gradual 
transition in mechanical characteristics of FGM, they 
are better and more attractive than traditional composite 
materials, which have limitations such as sudden shifts 
along the composite borders [11]. Interest in FGMs has 
skyrocketed due to the vast opportunities it presents for 
producing individualized products well suited for many 
high-tech sectors. So, there has been a meteoric rise in the 
previous two decades in the number of scholarly articles 
covering this topic [11]. The concept of FGM was first 
developed for heat-resistant materials. Still, these ma-
terials have since been utilized to manage deformation, 
pressure, wear, and corrosion and to lessen stress con-
centration through a gradual transition across all product 
dimensions [12]. For example, metal cutting tools may 
benefit from having a composition gradient designed for 
the length of use and resistance to wear [13]. Likewise, 
the longevity and stability of dental implants may be en-
hanced by adjusting composition gradients and gradient 
thickness [14]. In the marine industry, FGMs may be 
utilized to create things like composite pipe systems, so-
nar domes, and propeller shafts. Due to their high price, 
FGMs are still not widely employed in the automotive 
industry. However, FGMs may be used in the production 
of a variety of car parts, including the combustion cham-
ber, leaf spring, diesel engine piston, etc. [15].

By applying the many possibilities inherent in the 
FGM concept, it is anticipated that materials will be im-
proved, and new functions for them and new processing 
solutions will be developed to simplify the process of 
making them [13]. Several studies have been performed 
to analyze the behavior of functionally graded plates and 
shells. Qiu et al.[16] developed an equation to determine 
the work hardening exponent for ultrafine grain low-car-
bon steels, resulting in a change in the work hardening 
exponent (n). Similarly, Sinclair et al. [17]  investigated 
the relationship between work hardening and grain size. 
Wang et al. [18] used pre-torsion deformation and half an 
hour of 550 °C - 700 °C thermal annealing to create diverse 
low-carbon steel samples with grain size distribution.

One of the most important considerations when 
choosing a material for a particular application is its 
formability, or how easily it can be shaped while main-
taining the desired quality. The capacity to undergo 
plastic deformation is what this term alludes to [19]. 
From a metallurgical standpoint, a metal's formability is 
determined by its elongation, the total amount of strain 
observed during tensile testing, which is the degree of 
deformation feasible during a metal-forming process 
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Eq. (5)

The numerical computation of the algorithm is based on 
Eq. (5) and Simpson's integration approach. The algorithm 
was evaluated on a homogeneous material with the assump-
tion that n and K are constant values before being used for 
an FGM. For instance, Fig. 1 was plotted using Eq. (5) in 
the case of a homogenous material with n = 0.3 and K = 100 
MPa. The true strain at the maximum force is 0.296, which is 
very close to what was expected from the Considère criterion 
[19], that for a homogenous material, necking occurs at a true 
strain equal to the strain-hardening exponent, which in this 
case is 0.3. The engineering stress-engineering strain graph 
shown in Fig. 2 and the true stress-true strain curve presented 
in Fig. 3 were obtained from the force-displacement data il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 using the classical relationship.

Eq. (3)

Where R0 is the initial radius of the tensile test speci-
men, v is the crosshead speed, and L0 is the initial length 
of the sample. Moreover, one of the best methods to ap-
proximate true stress-true strain curves is the Hollomon 
equation, as seen in Eq. (4).

Eq. (4)

Where, as understood, n is the work-hardening expo-
nent, and K is the strength coefficient. For a homogeneous 
material, both variables are considered constant; howev-
er, for a functionally graded material, they can change 
through cross-section and be a function of radius. Accord-
ingly, with the consideration of the Holloman equation 
and Eqs. (2-4), Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follow:
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 Fig. 1. The  numerical force-displacement plot for a homogeneous material with n=0.3 and K=100 MPa.

Fig. 2. The numerical engineering stress vs. engineering strain plot for a homogeneous material with n=0.3 and K=100 MPa.

Fig. 3. The numerical and true stress-true strain plot for a homogeneous material with n=0.3 and K=100 MPa.
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Eq. (8)

Similarly, equations for the strength coefficient can 
be derived, as will be described subsequently. Vickers 
hardness is related to stress, which for most materials, 
its coefficient of relation is 3 [19]. Also, it is known 
that stress is proportional to the strength coefficient 
owing to the power law equation, Eq. (4). Therefore, K 
is proportional to microhardness, and considering the 
microhardness distribution for the materials observed 
in Fig. 5, which is a linear relationship, the equation 
between K and r can be derived as follow, which are 
also linear:

Eq. (9)

Eq. (10)

Additionally, an average was taken on the Eqs. 
(7,8) in order to provide a variable to present a sin-
gle work-hardening exponent for the gradient  mate-
rials. As the work-hardening exponents of the func-
tionally graded samples are a function of radius, the 
average work-hardening exponent can be calculated 

After the method has been validated for a homoge-
neous material, it can be applied to functionally graded 
materials. The data of functionally graded samples that 
this study was conducted on were adapted from Wang's 
study [18], in which he annealed the low-carbon steel 
dog bone samples with gauge dimensions of 5 mm di-
ameter and 70 mm length at 550 °C and 650 °C after 
utilizing a pre-torsion test. His experiment led to the 
samples having grain size distributions and microhard-
ness distributions with respect to the radius, as shown 
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Moreover, in order to 
determine the distribution of n and K with respect to po-
sition using the indicated radius-to-grain-size relation-
ships from Fig. 4, a similar work to Qui's experiment 
was utilized. Qui's investigation established Eq. (6) for 
relating grain size to the work hardening exponent in 
low-carbon steel.

Eq. (6)

As it is understood, considering that each position of 
the sample has a different grain size and the method uti-
lized by Qui to reach the Eq. (6), the correlation between 
n and r was found for each sample, as demonstrated in 
Eq. (7) and (8).

Eq. (7)
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Fig. 4. The ferrite grain size distribution with respect to r/R for samples with 650 °C and 550 °C annealing 
temperatures. The data for the figure above was extracted from Wang et al. experiment [18].

Fig. 5. The Vickers microhardness with respect to r/R for samples with 550 °C and 650 °C annealing temperatures. 
The data for the figure above was extracted from Wang et al experiment[18].
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no imperfections, necking occurs, and with the start of 
necking, strain localizes, and the deformation becomes 
concentrated, resulting in more increase in the reduc-
tion rate of the cross-sectional area than before. This 
is because the rapid rise in the localized area reduction 
rate will aid the decrease of the work hardening rate in 
decreasing the load. Therefore, the reduction of force, 
in this case, will be more rapid than theoretically ex-
pected, which is the reason for a very sharp decrease 
in force after necking in all experimental graphs of en-
gineering stress vs. engineering strain. Moreover, the 
peak happens much sooner in the experiment due to the 
possible presence of the geometrical and metallurgical 
imperfections, as shown in both experimental graphs in 
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

using Eq. (11).

Eq. (11)

For each sample after replacing Eqs. (7,8) in the 
above equation, the average work hardening exponent is 
calculated as follows:

Eq. (12)

Eq. (13)

For the 550 °C and 650 °C samples, n ̅  is 0.1095 (0.11) 
and 0.1657 (0.17), respectively. Ultimately, given the 
equations of K and n as functions of the position, the pro-
cedure can be utilized. Wang's experimental findings are 
compared to the numerical results.

3. Results and discussion

The numerical method was solved for the function-
ally graded samples after it was confirmed by the Con-
sidère criterion for a homogenous material with theo-
retical properties. The numerical algorithm was applied 
with the consideration of the work hardening exponent 
and strength coefficient equations of the 550 °C and 
650 °C annealed functionally graded low carbon steel 
samples. The results of the numerical computation were 
graphed alongside the experimental results of the ten-
sile test in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. When comparing the exper-
imental and numerical results; it can be seen that the al-
gorithm accurately predicts the samples' behavior until 
the start of necking for the experimental graphs. After 
necking, the numerical graphs start to deviate from the 
experimental ones, which is explained subsequently. 
For a simulation of an ideal case where no imperfections 
and occurrence of necking are not considered similar to 
the presented method, in the beginning, work harden-
ing prevails in the competition between the work hard-
ening rate and the reduction rate of the cross-section-
al area. However, the hardening rate decreases during 
the deformation and gradually falls behind the uniform 
cross-sectional reduction rate. Therefore, the force re-
quired to continue the deformation drops, and a peak 
can be seen. In a case where localization takes place or 
necking beings, and the samples are made ideally, with 
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Furthermore, interesting results can be found when 
comparing the strains at the maximum force in Fig 6 
and 7 and the average work hardening exponent, which 
as calculated above for the 550 °C and 650 °C annealed 
samples, n ̅ is 0.1095 and 0.1657 respectively. The true 
strain at the position where the graphs show a peak for 
550 °C and 650 °C annealed samples are 0.1064 and 
0.1630, respectively. This demonstrates that the aver-
age work-hardening exponent is very close to the ones 
obtained from the graph, which can be suggested that 

 A
ndA
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Fig. 6. The calculated engineering stress vs engineering 
strain for 550 °C annealed sample with                   The 
experimental data was extracted from [18].

Fig. 7. The calculated engineering stress vs engineering 
strain for 650 °C annealed sample with              . The 
experimental result was extracted form [18].
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the simplest way to predict the instability point for 
FGM is by making an average of n through its area. 

4. Conclusions

The presented algorithm can be a good simulation 
of the tensile test behavior for the functionally graded 
low-carbon steels with gradients n and K through the ra-
dius of the tensile test samples. From our investigation, 
it can be concluded that: 
• The mathematical algorithm predicts the point of in-

stability of functionally graded material with good 
agreement with the Considère criterion and can be 
a good simulation as the diagrams attained from the 
algorithm showed similar behavior to the ones ob-
tained from the experiment. 

• Numerical analysis showed that instability in FGM 
could be easily predicted based on the calculation 
of the average strain hardening exponent, which is 
equal to the true strain at the onset of necking.

• The mathematical analysis showed that even in a 
case where necking does not occur, the maximum 
value of force or, in other words, a peak would be 
seen in the stress-strain graphs because the reduc-
tion of the work hardening rate will fall behind the 
rate of uniform reduction of area.  
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conducted numerous studies in this area. These studies 
often include identifying factors creating fluctuations and 
the impact of fluctuations and turmoil on different sectors 
of the market and the economy. Limited research has also 
been done in the area of intra-market fluctuation spill-
over in stock markets. The term fluctuation (volatility) 
in the market refers to extensive and almost unpredict-
able changes that occur in market indicators for various 
reasons. The increase in oil prices leads to an increase 
in production costs and ultimately affects the final price 
[19]. In addition, the financialization of commodity mar-
kets is an important factor that helps the interdependence 
of various commodities such as metals and energy (such 
as oil and gas)[48]. Individual and institutional investors 
may prefer multiple investment instruments to bene-
fit from the return on different investment instruments. 
Shareholders, when choosing investment instruments to 
hold in their portfolios, not only consider the return on 

 The Empirical Test of Steel Price Volatility and Volatility Spillover 
between Energy (Oil & Gas) and Steel Markets

Abstract
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market. Therefore, investigating the behavior of fluctuations in financial markets and their causes in financial 
asset pricing processes, implementation of global risk hedging strategies and asset portfolio preference de-
cision-making is of great importance. Given the importance of this issue, the current research aims to model 
energy and steel price volatility and experimentally test the spillover of fluctuations between markets using 
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1. Introduction

Market volatilities are one of the important and dis-
cussed topics in the macroeconomics and capital market 
field, and researchers in the financial and economic fields 
have made extensive efforts to study this issue and have 
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provide greater benefits for international diversification 
[46]. For this reason, in recent years, with the increase in 
the prices of strategic commodities such as gold, silver, 
steel, and other expensive metals, the attention of inves-
tors has been drawn to them, and the interest in expensive 
metals has increased. Therefore, fluctuations in the price 
of metal commodities are very important due to their po-
tential impact on investment decisions [46].

Given that the steel industry is one of the important, 
strategic, and infrastructural industries and plays a major 
role in the development of other industrial and economic 
sectors of a country, it is expected that changes in energy 
prices can change the total cost and price of steel prod-
ucts. Therefore, the main issue of this research is wheth-
er the energy and steel prices have volatility during the 
study periods. If so, how is the behavior of price volatil-
ity between energy and steel markets? With these expla-
nations, the present study examines the volatility of ener-
gy and steel prices and experimentally tests the volatility 
spillover between these markets. It is natural to expect 
that prices and volatility between energy and steel mar-
kets are related. In addition, the asymmetry of good and 
bad news in these markets suggests that accepting asym-
metric news, both good and bad, in one market, such as 
the oil and gas market, can strengthen and increase the 
spillover of risk to the metal market, especially steel. In-
sufficient research in this regard motivates the researcher 
to cover some of the research gaps by examining the sub-
ject and modeling the volatility of energy and steel prices 
and the volatility spillover between these markets, and 
also provide accurate information to investors, managers, 
analysts, and other stakeholders.

2. Theoretical foundations and research 
backgrounds

The rapid development in commodity markets has 
led to rapid growth in investment in the past two de-
cades, despite the fact that commodity prices experience 
significant fluctuations. Worldwide demand growth has 
been the driving force behind the upward fluctuations 
observed in commodity prices in recent decades. Howev-
er, the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) that plunged many 
world economies into recession also impacted commod-
ity markets significantly. Since investors have to make 
important choices in the asset allocation process and have 
increased access to information systems, rapid growth in 
commodity investment through commodity futures mar-
kets has been observed in recent years [5]. Precious metal 
commodity trading, which is an alternative investment 
instrument compared to the traditional portfolio contain-
ing stocks and bonds, has progressed remarkably in both 
the cash and derivative markets over the past decade. In 
this case, the use of commodities like precious metals for 
diversification in individual investments and hedge funds 
and other investment funds has increased [17].

one asset against another, but also consider the risk of 
each asset and its ability to protect against risk factors. 
The prices of goods and the relationships between prod-
uct prices may affect production, consumption, invest-
ment, and savings decisions in economies, the reason for 
which is the fluctuations in prices, the increase in regions 
of use of goods, and the observed coordination in price 
changes. Oil and precious metals are among the most 
strategic commodities subject to production, consump-
tion, investment, savings, and trade in global markets. 
Expensive metals such as gold, silver, platinum, and pal-
ladium, which have high economic value and have been 
as important as money throughout history, are now most-
ly used for industrial purposes or investment. Recently, 
many shareholders have paid attention to investing in 
metals due to their sensitivity to oil prices as an econom-
ic tool [46].

On the other hand, due to economic relationships 
between countries and the connections between capital 
markets, the possibility of the spread of fluctuations from 
one market to another exists. Some studies have focused 
on how fluctuations and volatilities from one market en-
ter another. This is particularly evident in times of eco-
nomic and financial crises. A prominent example of the 
volatility spillover from one market to another can be 
seen in the 2007-2008 financial crisis. During this peri-
od, severe fluctuations occurred in the US capital mar-
kets and their immediate effects were observed in many 
other countries such as Japan and European countries. 
According to researchers, these relationships between 
markets were seen as the volatility spillover, so it can be 
said that the spread of volatility between financial indi-
cators is indicative of the process of information transfer 
between markets. Since many financial assets are traded 
based on gold and oil, it is important for financial market 
participants to understand the mechanism of transferring 
fluctuations over time and during these periods [13]. Oil 
and metal resources, which have high trading volumes in 
the market, have a high cash flow in the world. Today, 
capital markets encourage investors, especially during 
financial crises or financial fluctuations and high uncer-
tainty in traditional securities markets, to turn to com-
modities and metals [24]. Therefore, including important 
commodity contracts in the portfolio may have a positive 
impact on improving financial transactions and extensive 
investments [17]. In other words, optimal asset allocation 
is done by optimizing the portfolio, reducing the risk of 
falling below the expected return, and modeling appro-
priate temporal correlation between risk hedging, com-
modity, and securities markets. Metals such as steel may 
provide a natural and effective hedge against inflation 
[35]. Therefore, combining commodity investments with 
other assets may provide better diversification compared 
to a similar portfolio that does not include commodities 
[31]. As this commodity drives the economy of many 
countries, a commodity-based risk hedging strategy may 
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[34] examined the spillover effects of Bitcoin, gold and 
oil. Based on the results, Bitcoin and gold are safe havens 
and provide diversification benefits for oil price changes. 
[35] also investigated the relationship between oil prices 
and the prices of five different precious metals using the 
CoVar approach. The results showed that there is spill-
over from oil prices to precious metal prices. In addition, 
[24] found evidence in favor of bi-directional returns 
and volatility spillovers between oil and precious metal 
prices. They also showed that the magnitude of volatility 
spillovers increases significantly during periods of finan-
cial turmoil.

As mentioned, commodities are considered as sepa-
rate assets within all classes of assets. It is envisioned 
that commodity markets are volatile. Therefore, price 
volatility leads to demand for risk hedging in the com-
modity market. Producers and consumers often seek 
ways to hedge risk and commercial risk. In response to 
this need, derivative markets emerged for commodity 
risk trading and their use has grown increasingly wide-
spread. The instruments traded in these markets include 
financial instruments such as futures contracts, options, 
swaps and physical instruments such as inventories. Fu-
tures contracts are among the most important of these 
instruments and provide substantial information about 
cash markets and storage. A futures contract is also an 
agreement to deliver a specified amount of a commodity 
at a specified date in the future, at a price (the futures 
price) to be paid at the time of delivery. Future contracts 
are usually traded on organized exchanges and have a 
greater tendency towards liquidity compared to future 
contracts. Besides this, a futures contract differs from a 
future contract only in that a future contract is "defined 
in a specified market", meaning that at the end of each 
trading day there is settlement and transfer of the relat-
ed funds. The futures market performs several economic 
functions including the risk hedging function, the price 
discovery function, the financing function, the liquidity 
function and price stabilization [36]. Financial market 
pricing theory states that the efficiency of the market is a 
function of the speed and extent of information reflected 
in prices. The rate at which market information is shown 
is the price at which this type of information is dissem-
inated to market participants [47]. However, in reality, 
institutional factors such as liquidity, transaction costs 
and other market constraints may cause an empirical re-
lationship with a lag between price changes in the two 
markets. Risk transfer and price discovery are two of 
the major contributions of futures markets in organizing 
economic activities [43]. Risk transfer refers to the use 
of futures contracts to transfer price risk to others. Price 
discovery refers to the use of futures prices to price spot 
market transactions or price discovery means that the fu-
tures price acts as the market's expectations of the next 
instantaneous price [16]. In other words, price discovery 
is a process by which markets combine information to 

Today, energy is one of the major consumptions of 
households and businesses. Therefore, oil is also consid-
ered an important investment instrument for sharehold-
ers. Oil price shocks are expected to impact alternative 
investment instruments and commodity prices due to 
the relationship between economic growth and finan-
cial markets. Economic decision-making units carefully 
monitor oil prices when deciding to invest. In general, 
oil price volatility requires close monitoring by market 
players, as it affects economic activities and stock mar-
kets through different channels and can be considered 
as an alternative investment instrument [46]. Oil is not 
only an important commodity for all economies but also 
a determining factor in financial trading. The increase 
in oil prices directly impacts inflation through increased 
energy costs. This scenario may limit demand and costs 
of goods and services, resulting in a decrease in com-
pany profits. An increase (decrease) in oil prices leads 
to a decrease (increase) in demand for oil, which leads 
to an increase (decrease) in demand for expensive met-
als and consequently, the price of expensive metals [45].  
Therefore, the possibility of using expensive metals as a 
hedge against inflation increases (Reboredo, 2013). The 
second factor may be explained by financial investment 
tendencies and is accompanied by price growth. High 
oil prices have a negative impact on the economy and 
hinder growth. As a result, shareholders who are look-
ing for alternative investments tend to choose expensive 
metals [15].  In this case, the price of oil indirectly affects 
the price of expensive metals. Oil price shocks (fluctua-
tions) may lead to uncertainty, concerns, and speculative 
attacks, especially in net oil-importing countries. There-
fore, high inflation and inflation expectations increase the 
tendency to use expensive metals as a hedge, provided 
that all other goods remain unchanged [39]. 

In general, there are many approaches to the rela-
tionship between strategic commodities. For example, 
[19] found that the volatility of oil and silver is nega-
tively affected by past oil price shocks. However, they 
did not find a significant relationship with copper. Also, 
they showed that precious metal price volatility increased 
significantly during the second Persian Gulf War. [37] 
concluded that precious metal prices are not statistical-
ly affected by world oil prices. [49] examined the price 
discovery process between the oil and gold markets and 
found a positive correlation between oil and gold prices. 
The results of the linear Granger causality test indicate 
the existence of a one-way causality from oil prices to 
gold prices. On the other hand, the lack of causality is 
determined based on the results of the nonlinear causality 
test. [30] examined the relationship between oil prices 
and precious metal prices using unconditional and condi-
tional value at risk methods for the period 2015 to 2000. 
They found that big downward and upward movements 
in oil prices have spillover effects on all metal markets 
and this effect is valid both before and after the GFC. 
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been significantly impacted by oil price volatility from 
Q1 2000 to Q4 2020. Based on this research, commercial 
investment and oil price have demonstrated high power 
throughout the international economic crisis. Given the 
recent spread of COVID-19, volatility in economic ac-
tivities and oil prices is expected during this crisis. In 
addition, during the GFC and the COVID-19 crisis, oil 
prices and economic growth are highly correlated. [18] 
examined the predictability of oil price volatility based 
on global economic conditions. [40] examined oil price 
shocks and return and volatility spillovers between base 
and precious metals. The findings show that demand 
shocks and risk-receiving (sending) shocks are the dom-
inant shocks from (to) metal returns. Net return direc-
tionality and volatility comovement indicate that some 
metals like tin, gold and even nickel, lead, and alumi-
num appear as net senders at least over some intervals of 
the sample period under analysis.

[14] investigated the transmission of fluctuations 
among precious metals, energy, and stocks during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. The main findings show a signifi-
cant impact of the pandemic on the links between market 
fluctuations, as the correlation between different asset 
fluctuations reached its peak during the outbreak. [46] 
tested the time-varying fluctuations between the prices 
of oil and precious metals. The empirical results indi-
cate a causal relationship between the average of the oil 
return series and the precious metal return series. The 
causality test of average indicates that the oil price is 
the Granger cause of all precious metals. [13] examined 
the commodity markets of energy and non-energy based 
on the spillovers of fluctuations and the effectiveness 
of risk hedging. The results showed that the oil market 
transmits fluctuations to the metal and overall non-en-
ergy markets.[12] studied the asymmetric relationship 
between the price of oil and the COVID-19 pandemic 
with the value of trading on the stock exchange. The 
results showed that in the long run, the increase in oil 
prices has a significant asymmetric effect on the value 
of trading on the stock exchange. On the other hand, in 
the short term, the number of COVID-19 patients has 
a positive but insignificant relationship, while the coro-
navirus media index has a negative and significant rela-
tionship with the value of trading on the stock exchange. 
[32] investigated the role of fundamental factors in the 
global oil price. The results showed that in the estima-
tion pattern, world GDP has the most significant impact 
with a demand elasticity of 0.6039, while world military 
and security tensions have the least impact with a de-
mand elasticity of 0.0110. [5] examined the impact of 
the coronavirus on the global oil and gas market and its 
prospects for the future. The results of this study suggest 
reduction of OPEC production and prevention of price 
collapse, which weaken the global economy, or mainte-
nance of stable production and acceptance of the risk of 
price collapse.

reach equilibrium [42]. In the static concept, price dis-
covery means the existence of an equilibrium price and 
in the dynamic concept, the process of price discovery 
describes how information is produced and transmitted 
in markets. In addition, it also transfers information to 
all market participants. Price discovery is the primary 
function of a commodity futures market. Information 
about price discovery is essential because these markets 
are widely used by companies that produce, market and 
process commodities. The nature of the price discovery 
function of futures markets depends on whether new 
information is initially reflected in futures prices or re-
flected in spot prices [20]. Conventionally, it is argued 
that the futures market is the dominant point of price 
discovery more than the spot market. Multiple studies 
show that futures markets play an important role in dis-
covering prices for the essential spot market. This price 
discovery function indicates that prices in futures and 
spot markets are systematically related in the short term 
and/or long term [25]. [33] have studied the spillover of 
fluctuations between oil price, currency price, gold price 
and stock market under the influence of gaps and struc-
tural failure and using BEKK Garch model and ICSS 
algorithm and have come to the conclusion that the rate 
change It is done on it. The price of oil has no effect, 
but it has a significant effect on the price of gold and the 
stock index.

[48] investigated the predictability of precious metal 
price volatility with global economic policy uncertainty 
in the pre-pandemic period and during the COVID era. 
The results show that there is a significant relationship 
between global economic policy and precious metal 
price volatility. It can be inferred that any uncertainty 
recorded in global economic policy intensifies the vola-
tility of gold, palladium, platinum, and silver prices. [11] 
examined the contagion of dynamic volatility spillovers 
between iron ore prices and crude oil prices during the 
COVID period. Empirical results indicate that: First, 
the dependence between the Baltic dry index, iron ore 
prices, and Brent crude oil prices is time-varying and 
lagged. Second, dynamic dependencies and volatility 
spillovers between the Baltic dry index, iron ore pric-
es, and Brent crude oil prices have been significant-
ly strengthened during the COVID period, indicating 
that the impact of market turmoil has strengthened the 
linkage between markets.[3] studied discernible trends 
in international metal prices in the presence of unsta-
ble volatility. Findings generally show that unpredict-
able changes in demand, extraction costs, and reserve 
discoveries affect the slope estimate of this fundamental 
trend. In addition, low demand and supply elasticities 
cause high price volatility, making trend estimation dif-
ficult. [44] tested oil resource price volatility in identify-
ing barriers to economic recovery. Based on the Granger 
causality test, impulse response functions and variance 
decomposition, economic recovery and investment have 
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tuations in the oil market can spread to the stock market 
of the supplying countries. Also, exchange rate fluctu-
ations have a significant effect on the price of gold and 
the stock index of the studied countries. In another study 
by [8], the relationship between natural gas prices and 
crude oil prices in the global gas markets was examined. 
The results showed that although the long-term relation-
ship between gas and oil prices in the American market 
has been separated, it still exists in the UK, Europe, and 
Asia, and a high percentage of gas price fluctuations are 
explained by oil price shocks.

3. Research Method

The present study is applied in terms of its objectives, 
and descriptive and exploratory in terms of its methodol-
ogy. In this research, a library method was used to inves-
tigate the theoretical literature and collect the statistical 
data. It should be noted that the statistical information 
related to daily data during the 10-year period of 2013-
2022 was extracted from the World Bank database1, the 
Economic and Financial Database2 , and the Coin and 
Currency Information website3 , which includes daily 
energy prices (oil and gas) and the performance of steel 
companies in the Tehran Stock Exchange. The spillover 
effect of fluctuations between these markets was tested 
using the bivariate GARCH models and the diagonal 
BEKK model. The statistical population of this study 
includes oil and gas prices and the performance of steel 
industries. Accordingly, the information related to the 
10-year period was selected in the relevant sections 
and examined and tested as the sample of the study.
BEKK Model

Another type of multivariate GARCH model called 
"Diagonal BEKK" has been proposed as an extension of 
the MGARCH model. Its most important feature is its 
generality, and one of its other features is that its condi-
tional variances and covariances of this time series affect 
each other and it estimates fewer parameters than other 
methods. This method allows for the examination of the 
impact of shocks and disturbances in one series on the 
disturbances of another series. This effect can be sym-
metric or asymmetric.

The BEKK specification is as follows:

Eq. (1)

Base on [33], Parameter estimation for the multi-
variate Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Het-
eroskedasticity (GARCH) model can be performed 
using the maximum likelihood estimation method. 
The logarithm of the likelihood function is expressed 

[41] investigated the decomposition of crude oil 
prices and its impact on the return of selected stock price 
indices using the VECM method. The results of this 
study showed that positive price fluctuations affect the 
return of stock indices of all three groups, and have the 
greatest impact in order on the return of stock indices 
of the petroleum coke and nuclear fuel products group, 
oil and gas extraction and ancillary services exclud-
ing exploration group, and rubber and plastics group; 
while negative price fluctuations only affect the return 
of stock index of the oil and gas extraction and ancil-
lary services excluding exploration group. With regard 
to the test of instantaneous response of all three groups 
of stock index returns to the positive shock in the mod-
el, the result showed that there is a dynamic response 
in all three groups of stock index returns to the posi-
tive shock of the two variables of positive and negative 
fluctuations in oil prices, so that it has a positive effect 
on the return of the stock index of the petroleum coke 
and nuclear fuel products group; but in the other two 
stock index return groups, a negative effect is observed. 
In a study by [4], the regional gas prices were examined 
in relation to crude oil prices in the global market. The 
findings showed a high level of susceptibility of region-
al gas and oil prices to market fluctuations in Asia and 
Europe due to their interdependence. However, in the 
American market, particularly in the shale oil sector, 
this relationship was not observed due to excess energy 
supply. In another study by [27], the response of natural 
gas prices to changes in crude oil prices in the European 
and Asian regional gas markets was investigated. The 
results showed that the crude oil price had a direct or in-
verse effect on the natural gas price in different regimes. 
In Europe, the first crude oil price interruption had an 
inverse effect for one month and a direct effect for 18 
months and the second crude oil price interruption had 
a direct effect on natural gas prices in both regimes. In 
Asia, the effect of crude oil prices on natural gas prices 
was direct in both regimes, with prices of 28 months in 
regime one and 26 months in regime two. [27] conduct-
ed a study to examine the response of natural gas prices 
to changes in crude oil prices in regional gas markets 
in Europe and America. The results show that the oil 
price directly affects gas prices in some regimes and has 
an inverse effect in other regimes. In Europe, oil price 
shocks have had a reverse effect for one month and a 
direct effect for 16 months on gas prices. In this region, 
the second oil price shock has had a direct impact on 
gas prices in both regimes. In America, the first oil price 
shocks for 2 months and the second oil price shocks for 
18 months have had a direct impact on gas prices. Fur-
thermore, the Granger causality test shows the causal-
ity is from oil price to gas price. [33] investigated the 
volatility of oil, currency, gold and stock markets using 
BEKK bivariate GARCH model and Granger causality 
test. The results of their research showed that the fluc-
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noted that each ton of steel is calculated in US
dollars.

3.3. Research Hypotheses

H1: The energy market experiences volatility during 
the study period.

H2: The steel price experiences volatility during the 
study period.

H3: There is a spillover effect of fluctuations from oil 
and gas prices to steel prices.

3.4. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics for the variables used in this 
study are summarized in Table 1. The table shows the 
mean, median, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, 
kurtosis, skewness, and Jarque-Bera statistic and proba-
bility, respectively. As seen in Table 1, the standard de-
viation specified for the variables indicates that there has 
been high volatility in these markets. Since the kurtosis is 
greater than 0.05, the variables have platykurtic distribu-
tions, and their skewness is also shorter than the normal 
limit. Furthermore, the Jarque-Bera test statistics reject 
the normality assumption of the research variables at a 
95% significance level, as the p-value is less
than 0.05.

As seen in the above table, the average price of oil 
during the study period was $68.28, which has experi-
enced one of the highest price trends. The price of oil 
during this period increased to over $104.83 and experi-
enced a minimum price on the border of $44.49. There-
fore, it can be concluded that we have witnessed signif-
icant changes and volatility in its price during the study 
period. Additionally, the results of examining gas prices 
during the study period show that it was equal to 3.405, 
with the maximum value being 6.149 and the minimum 
value being 1.639 units. As observed, the average glob-
al steel price during the study period was 14.06 units, 
with the maximum and minimum values being 14.34 
units and 11.79 units, respectively.

3.5. Data Stationarity Analysis

In time series data, it is essential to examine whether 
the data is stationary. Therefore, before estimating and 
predicting research models, data stationarity should be 
investigated.

as follows:

Eq. (2)

Where, T is the number of observations and θ is the 
vector of parameters to be estimated. The maximum like-
lihood estimation algorithm proposed by [10] is used 
to estimate the parameters. As previously mentioned, 
the drawback of conventional multivariate GARCH 
models is that they assume no structural breaks in the 
volatility process, but financial time series are subject 
to sudden changes and thus, structural breaks in vol-
atility are likely to occur. Ignoring these breaks may 
lead to false results regarding the transmission of infor-
mation and spillover of fluctuations between financial 
markets.

3.1. Research Model

In this study, the first and second hypotheses are 
examined using univariate GARCH, and the following 
model is used to test the third hypothesis. It should be 
noted that the following model is also applicable to the 
first and second hypotheses, but oil and gas prices are 
separated for analysis.

Eq. (3)

3.2. Research Variables

The research variables include global energy prices, 
which consist of daily global oil and gas prices (indepen-
dent variable).

Global oil prices (Oil): which are extracted daily from 
the World Bank database and global economic and finan-
cial databases, and their logarithm is taken. Each barrel is 
calculated in US dollars.

Global gas prices (Gas): are extracted daily from the 
Coin and Currency Information website and global databas-
es, and their logarithm is taken and calculated in US dollars.

The dependent variable is global steel prices.
Global steel prices (Steel): which are extracted dai-

ly from the Coin and Currency Information website and 
global databases, and its logarithm is taken. It should be 
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Variable Mean Median Max. Min. SD Kurtosis Skewness 

Oil 68.28 65.76 104.83 44.49 20.97 0.1524 1.6648 
Gas 3.4058 3.2630 6.1490 1.6390 0.8222 0.4541 2.7514 
Steel 14.06 14.24 14.34 11.79 13.14 1.4890- 3.7424 

 

Table 1. descriptive statistics.
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ining the first hypothesis are presented in tables 4 and 5.
The results of the volatility test in the energy market 

during the study period are presented in tables 4 and 5. 
Based on the Z statistic and its probability in the GARCH 
model, the results indicate that there are fluctuations and 
volatility spillover in the energy market (oil and gas). 
Therefore, it can be concluded that there is volatility in 
the energy market (oil and gas) during the study period. 
Results of H2: The steel price experiences volatility 
during the study period.

The results of the Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Per-
ron tests show that in both cases, the level of signifi-
cance (probability) in the level test had values greater 
than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis of data sta-
tionarity is rejected, but with one order of differencing, 
the level of significance changes, and stationarity is 
established.
Results of H1: The energy market experiences volatil-
ity during the study period.

The results of the univariate GARCH test for exam-

1 
 

 

 
 

Variable
s 

Status Interception without trend Interception with trend 
T-

statistic
s 

Critical values Prob. T-
statistic

s 

Critical values Prob. 
1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 

Gas Level -
3.433

2 

-
3.432

5 

-
2.862

3 

-
2.567

2 

0.010
0 

-
3.960

0 

-
3.961

3 

-
3.411

4 

-
3.127

5 

0.010
0 

1st order 
differenti

al 

-
25.75

3 

-
3.432

5 

-
2.862

3 

-
2.567

2 

0.000
0 

-
23.85

4 

-
3.432

5 

-
2.862

3 

-
2.567

2 

0.000
0 

Oil Level -
0.241

5 

-
2.565

7 

-
1.940

9 

-
1.616

6 

0.599
4 

-
1.668

6 

-
3.432

5 

-
2.862

3 

-
2.567

2 

0.447
2 

1st order 
differenti

al 

-
54.66

3 

-
2.565

7 

-
2.150

1 

-
1.982

0 

0.000
1 

-
20.90

4 

-
2.565

8 

-
1.940

9 

-
1.616

6 

0.000
0 

Steel Level -
0.919

9 

-
2.565

7 

-
1.940

9 

-
1.724

6 

0.318
0 

-
1.335

5 

-
3.961

3 

-
3.411

4 

-
3.127

5 

0.878
7 

1st order 
differenti

al 

-
52.55

4 

-
2.565

7 

-
1.940

9 

-
1.724

6 

0.000
1 

-
21.94

5 

-
2.565

8 

-
1.940

9 

-
1.616

6 

0.000
0 

1 
 

 
 

 

Variables Status Interception without trend Interception with trend 
T-

statistics 
Critical values Prob. T-statistics Critical values Prob. 

1% 5% 10% 1% 5% 10% 
Gas Level -

3.8340 

-
3.4325 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.0026 -
1.58752 

-
2.56579 

-
1.94093 

-
1.61662 

0.1059 

1st order 
differential 

-
60.378 

-
3.4325 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.0000 -60.369 -
2.56579 

-
1.94093 

-
1.61662 

0.0001 

Oil Level -07958 -
3.4324 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.8197 -2.0787 -
3.96124 

-3.4113 -3.1275 0.5569 

1st order 
differential 

-
55.007 

-
3.4324 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.0001 -55.055 -
3.96124 

-3.4113 -3.1275 0.0000 

Steel Level -
0.5646 

-
3.4324 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.8758 -2.8837 -
3.96124 

-3.4113 -3.1275 0.2901 

1st order 
differential 

-
53.537 

-
3.4324 

-
2.8623 

-
2.5672 

0.0001 -53.537 -
3.96124 

-2.7623 -2.6672 0.0000 

Table 2. Stationarity of Variables - Dickey-Fuller.

Table 3. Stationarity of Variables - Phillips-Perron test.
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The results of the spillover effect of gas prices on 
global steel prices using the diagonal BEKK GARCH 
model are presented in table 7. In this test, if the lev-
el of significance for each variable is less than 0.05 and 
the test statistic is outside the range of ±1.96, it can be 
claimed that the changes in gas prices have a significant 
effect on steel prices. The corresponding values in row 
M (1,2) show the results of the spillover effect test of gas 
on global steel prices. As seen, the significance level of 
the test for gas prices on global steel prices is 0.0000, and 
the test statistic is Z=5.3165. Therefore, it can be claimed 
that spillover effects of gas prices on global steel prices 
exist.

The results of the volatility test in the global steel 
market are presented in table 6. Based on the Z statistic 
and its probability in the univariate GARCH model, the 
results indicate that there are fluctuations and volatility 
spillover in the global steel market. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that there is volatility and fluctuation in the 
steel market during the study period, and this hypothesis 
is confirmed.
Results of H3: There is a spillover effect of fluctua-
tions from oil and gas prices to steel prices.

The results of the spillover effect of energy prices (oil 
and gas) on global steel prices using the diagonal BEKK 
GARCH model are presented in tables 7 and 8. 

1 
 

 
 

Description Variables Coefficient Z-statistics Sig. level 
Global Gas Prices c 1.500105 4.214895 0.0000 

RESID(-1)^2 0.111719 17.70960 0.0000 
GARCH(-1) 0.894483 205.8461 0.0000 

 
  

1 
 

 
 
 

Description Variables Coefficient Z-statistics Sig. level 
Global Oil Prices c 0.5406 2.781317 0.4346 

RESID(-1)^2 3.5548 88.1902 0.0000 
GARCH(-1) 0.3115 68.0158 0.0000 

  

1 
 

 
Description Variables Coefficient Z-statistics Sig. level 

Global Steel Prices c 3.12895 0.781510- 0.2173 
RESID(-1)^2 4.15202 75.1022 0.0000 
GARCH(-1) 0.2415 60.1543 0.0000 

 

1 
 

 
 

Description Variables Coefficient Z-statistics Sig. level 

Global Gas Prices 
M(1,1) 1.053205 5.692242 0.0000 
M(1,2) 2.633210 5.316506 0.0000 

 
 

1 
 

 
 
 

Description Variables Coefficient Z-statistics Sig. level 

Global Oil Prices 
M(1,1) 1.663794 6.038197 0.0000 
M(1,2) 0.936023 4.22156 0.0000 

 

Table 4. Gas market fluctuations using the univariate GARCH model.

Table 5. Oil market fluctuations using the univariate GARCH model.

Table 6. Steel market fluctuations using the univariate GARCH model.

Table 7. The effect of gas price fluctuations on the global steel price using the diagonal BEKK model.

Table 8. The effect of oil price fluctuations on the global steel price using the diagonal BEKK model.

Reference: research findings 

Reference: research findings 

Reference: research findings 

Reference: research findings 

Reference: research findings 
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on some past researches. Given the high level of uncer-
tainty and the nature of market fluctuations in today's 
world, adopting effective risk management strategies 
and risk hedging opportunities is essential. Risk hedging 
opportunities provide better conditions for investors to 
maintain an optimal portfolio, while also reducing port-
folio risk. The variable coverage ratios over time show 
that investors need to constantly adjust their hedging 
strategies. In terms of policy implications, findings of 
this study provide valuable insights for investors, poli-
cymakers, and portfolio managers. With the increase in 
integration, regulators need to carefully monitor systemic 
financial risks and act carefully when observing market 
movements. Policymakers are recommended to promote 
financial liberalization reforms in commodity markets 
to strengthen the transfer of information. Given the ev-
idence of volatility in the energy (oil and gas) and steel 
markets, analysts in the capital markets, commodity and 
energy exchanges, and other stakeholders are suggested 
to monitor periods of volatility in these markets and con-
sider them in their decisions and analyses.
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